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ABSTRACT

The aim of the study was to explore the stressors and coping responses of Year 9 students in the Wellington region of New Zealand. Thirty participants (aged 13-14 years) were recruited from two secondary schools (which were geographically and socioeconomically diverse). Five focus groups were conducted, with 5–7 students in each group, and open-ended questions were used to facilitate discussion. Data was analysed using thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006), and it was found that the stressors most relevant to the students were associated with school, peers, family, technology, and school/leisure conflict and extracurricular activities, and that the main coping responses used by the students were problem-solving, support-seeking, distraction, avoidance, and emotion-regulation. Patterns of difference according to gender, school decile and/or culture were found for some stressors and coping responses reported by the students.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

Stress is experienced by individuals throughout their lives, and the number of stressors increases linearly with age (Kardum, Krapić, & Hudek-Knežević, 2008). Adolescence is a developmental phase that includes stages of biological, cognitive, psychological, and social development, and is a time of rapid change where individuals experience a myriad of new challenges and stressors (Byrne, Davenport, & Mazanov, 2007). Puberty, increased academic expectations, and changes in interpersonal relationships with family and peers are among the potential stressors associated with adolescence (Moksnes, Espnes, & Haugan, 2014; Suldo, Shaunessy, Thalji, Michalowski, & Shaffer, 2009). Adolescents may become overwhelmed when they do not have the skills to cope with additional stressors associated with adolescence, and the number and intensity of simultaneous and uncontrollable events can lead to stress (Byrne et al., 2007; Murray, Byrne, & Rieger, 2011).

Adolescents may be psychologically and physiologically vulnerable to stress, and adolescent stress may be associated with mental health disorders (e.g., depression) and disorders of the endocrine, metabolic and autoimmune systems (De Vriendt et al., 2011; Murray et al., 2011). For example, the brain responds to stressors by activating the release of stress hormones (such as cortisol) (Rew, Principe, & Hannah, 2012), and altered cortisol levels in the brain have been found for adolescent victims of bullying (deLara, 2012). The adolescent brain may be more susceptible than the adult brain to stress-related hormones, because of significant ongoing structural and functional changes that take place during adolescence (Eiland & Romeo, 2013). For instance, it is proposed that the maturation of the prefrontal cortex during adolescence is associated with a critical window of vulnerability for addictive behaviour (Andersen & Teicher, 2009). Also, the interaction of brain restructuring and exposure to social stressors during adolescence may be associated with the increase of mental health disorders during this life stage (Herpertz-Dahlmann, Bühren, & Remschmidt, 2013).

Exposure to challenges and stressors is a normal part of life (Moksnes et al., 2014). However, major life events and ongoing hassles can generate stress (Hickle & Anthony, 2013), and psychological problems experienced during adolescence may continue into adulthood (Waters, Lester, Wenden, & Cross, 2012) Therefore, learning to cope is an integral part of adolescent development (Rutter, 2013), and adolescents need to acquire a wide range of effective coping
responses to deal with the different types of stressors they encounter (Thomsen & Greve, 2013). As adolescent coping practices may persist into adulthood (Balantekin & Roemmich, 2012), it is important to understand the types of stressors experienced by adolescents and the ways that adolescents respond to stressors so they can be helped to deal with stressors effectively. It is expected that the findings of the present study may contribute to the later development of effective interventions to assist adolescents to cope with stress. In particular, early adolescence is a critical stage of physiological and psychosocial development (Byrne et al., 2007), and effective interventions during this life stage are likely to benefit individuals throughout their lifetime.
CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter reviews the literature on adolescent stress, stressors, and coping. First, adolescence is defined and the stages of adolescence are outlined. The definitions of ‘stress’, ‘stressor’, and ‘coping’ used in the present study are then presented. This is followed by discussion on adolescent stressors, the effects of multiple and cumulative stressors, and differences in adolescent stressors according to gender, culture, and socioeconomic status (SES). Adolescent coping is then discussed, and includes discussion on styles of coping, main types of adolescent coping, and differences according to gender, culture and SES.

Adolescence

‘Adolescence’ is “the period in life when most of a person’s biological, cognitive, psychological, and social characteristics are changing in an interrelated manner from what is considered childlike to what is considered adultlike” (Lerner, Boyd, & Du, 2010, p. 1). The stages of adolescence are: early adolescence (ages 11–14 years), middle adolescence (ages 15–17 years) and late adolescence (ages 18–21 years) (Herpertz-Dahlmann et al., 2013). Contrastingly, ‘teenagers’ refers to individuals aged 13–19 years (Walrond, 2012, November 9), and ‘youth’ refers to individuals aged 15–24 years (United Nations, n.d.). While these categories overlap, and studies on stress, stressors and coping variously refer to adolescents, teenagers and youth, the present study refers to adolescents, rather than teenagers and youth.

Definitions in the Present Study

Stress is defined as cognitive, behavioral, psychological and physiological reactions to environmental situations that are appraised by an individual as threatening or placing demands that exceed his/her ability to cope (Li & Wang, 2016).

A stressor (which causes stress) is defined as “an internal or external event or stimulus that induces stress” (American Psychological Association, 2018).

Coping is defined as “the process of dealing with internal or external demands that are perceived to be threatening or overwhelming” (American Psychological Association, 2018).
Adolescent Stressors

Many studies have explored adolescent stressors. However, the literature often does not report findings for individual age groups within these studies, and the present study will add to the understanding of stressors experienced by adolescents aged 13–14 years.

Studies on adolescent stressors include Suldo et al.’s (2009) research with North American students (aged 13–20 years) who participated in focus groups (71 students) and completed self-report measures (319 students). The seven sources of adolescent stress identified (ordered from most to least stressful) were associated with managing academic requirements, parent-child relations, adolescent transitions/events, peer relations, problems with family, extracurricular activities, and academic struggles. Similarly, in the development of the Adolescent Stress Questionnaire (ASQ), Australian adolescents (aged 13–18 years) participated in focus groups (32 students) and completed self-report measures (1,039 students), and the ten dimensions of adolescent stress identified (ordered from most to least stressful) were associated with home life, school performance, school attendance, romantic relationships, peer pressure, teacher interaction, future uncertainty, school/leisure conflict, financial pressure, and emerging adult responsibility (Byrne et al., 2007). The stressors identified in these studies relate to similar domains (i.e., school, home/family, peers, extracurricular/leisure activities, and transition events/emerging responsibility), except future and financial concerns which were only identified by Byrne et al. (2007). These stressors were subsequently used by the researchers to develop questionnaires.

Other studies have used existing self-report measures to explore types, levels, and/or frequency of adolescent stressors. For instance, a translated version of the ASQ was completed by 1,121 adolescents (aged 12.5 to 17.5 years) from six European cities (i.e., Ghent, Stockholm, Vienna, Pecs, Athens, and Zaragoza), and stressors associated with school, school/leisure conflict, and future uncertainty were rated the highest, and stressors associated with romantic relationships, peer pressure, finances, and emerging adult responsibility were rated lowest (De Vriendt et al., 2011). Also, 152 students (aged 11–15 years) from the USA completed an 8-item measure to identify levels of adolescent stress, and academic stressors were rated the highest source of stress, followed by parents fighting, relationships with parents, and getting along with friends (Hutchinson, Baldwin, & Oh, 2006). The students also completed an open-ended question about other sources of adolescent stress, and sports and peer relationships were reported most frequently. Furthermore, in a study by de Anda et al. (2000), questionnaires were completed by 333 students (aged 15–18 years) from Los Angeles to explore levels of stress and frequency of stressors. The stressors (listed from most to least frequent) were own expectations about career, future life plans, tests, grades, homework, own expectations about school, pressure from
parents/responsibilities, not letting feelings out, pressure from parents/social life, and not having enough time. Importantly, a quarter of the students reported high levels of daily stress, and a third reported high levels of weekly stress.

While similar adolescent stressors were assessed in the above studies, the main sources of stress were not consistent. For instance, school and homelife were the two main sources of stress identified in all studies except those conducted by de Anda et al. (2000) and De Vriendt et al. (2011). Instead, expectations about career and future life plans were the two main stressors identified by de Anda et al. (2000) in their American study, and school performance and school-leisure conflict were the two main stressors identified by De Vriendt et al. (2011) in their European study. Cultural differences, the year of data collection (i.e., publication dates range from 2000 to 2011), and/or age may account for these differences. For instance, the age range of participants varies from four to eight years (i.e., participants were aged 15-18 years in de Anda et al.’s (2000) study, and aged 13–20 years in Suldo et al.’s (2009) study), and sources of stress may differ according to age.

Other researchers (e.g., Flack, Salmivalli, & Idsoe, 2011) have noted that some of the main stressors experienced by adolescents relate to relationships. For instance, interpersonal relationships (e.g., arguments with parents, friends, and romantic partners) have accounted for 46–82 percent of stressful daily events experienced by adolescents (Seiffge-Krenke, Aunola, & Nurmi, 2009), and interpersonal conflict was the main source of stress for Spanish adolescents (aged 15–16 years) (Camara, Bacigalupe, & Padilla, 2014). Importantly, interpersonal stress is a stronger predictor of depression in young people than other forms of stress (e.g., academic problems) (Abaied & Rudolph, 2010). Also, chronic stressors are associated with enduring changes in psychological wellbeing (Bonanno & Diminich, 2013), and the negative psychological effects of relationship stress may be substantial.

In summary, some of the main adolescent stressors relate to school, peers, family, technology, school-leisure conflict and extracurricular activities, emerging adult responsibilities, finances, and future concerns. These stressors and the way they affect adolescents are discussed below.

**School-Related Stressors**

School is an integral part of adolescents’ lives, and academic and social stressors at school are high, ongoing, and uncontrollable (e.g., Byrne et al., 2007; Murray et al., 2011). Also, parents’ direct involvement in schools progressively decreases as students advance through school, and some students may experience stress when they are encouraged to become more independent
while being exposed to new challenges and stressors (Hornby & Witte, 2010). School-related stress is often associated with transition to secondary school, academic demands, and teachers.

**Transition to Secondary School**

Transition to secondary school can pose a considerable challenge (Suldo et al., 2009). Stressors may include adjustment to a new school environment, multiple teachers, new and larger peer groups, and increased academic demands and expectations (Lester, Waters, & Cross, 2013; B. M. Newman, Lohman, Newman, Myers, & Smith, 2000; Suldo et al., 2009). For instance, 31 percent of 1,500 Australian students reported that transition to secondary school was ‘difficult’ or ‘somewhat difficult’, and some of their concerns related to changed classes and teachers throughout the school day (Waters et al., 2012). Nevertheless, the types of stressors and level of stress associated with transition are likely to differ among adolescents. For instance, New Zealand students transition from full primary schools (Years 1–8) or intermediate schools (Years 7–8) to secondary school (Years 9–13) (Ministry of Education, 2017a, 2017b), and students from full primary schools may find it more difficult to adjust to secondary school than students from intermediate schools who have previously experienced transition. For instance, students who have not previously experienced transition may have difficulty adjusting to multiple classrooms and teachers.

**Academic Demands**

Some adolescents have rated academic demands as the most stressful aspect of school (e.g., Suldo et al., 2009). High academic expectations imposed on adolescents by themselves and others may lead to feelings of inadequacy (Moksnes et al., 2014), and, importantly, academic stress has been identified as a main contributor in the development of anxiety, depression, and academic burnout (Auerbach, Abela, Zhu, & Yao, 2010; Persike & Seiffge-Krenke, 2012). High levels of academic achievement are promoted in many industrialised countries, and academic and career-related stress has become more common among adolescents from industrialised countries because of the competitive employment market (Persike & Seiffge-Krenke, 2012). Consequently, early adolescents may begin to experience more academic pressure when they start secondary school.

**Teachers**

Some interactions with school staff may be stressful for adolescents. For instance, stress associated with teachers’ high expectations and lack of support from teachers have been reported by some adolescents (De Vriendt et al., 2011; B. M. Newman et al., 2000). Also, adolescence is a developmental period when individuals challenge authority in attempts to establish autonomy, and (as adolescents have limited control at school) some interactions with teachers may be stressful (Byrne et al., 2007; deLara, 2012).
Peer-related stress

Relationships can be volatile, and negative interactions with peers and friends tend to increase during adolescence (Ngai, Cheung, To, Liu, & Song, 2013; Sontag & Graber, 2010). For instance, the prevalence of bullying increases when students transition to new schools, and bullying is associated with low self-esteem, depression, self-harm, and suicide (Coggan, Bennett, Hooper, & Dickinson, 2003; Kljakovic, Hunt, & Jose, 2015). Focus groups (97 students) and individual interviews (51 students) revealed that approximately 33 percent of adolescents (aged 14–18 years) from New York had been bullied or felt unsafe at school (deLara, 2012), and questionnaires revealed that 6 percent of 596 New Zealand secondary school students (aged 12–18 years) were bullied at school at least once a week (Clark et al., 2013). Also, self-reports completed by 2,174 students (aged 10–14) in New Zealand revealed that 35% of students has been bullied in the previous month (Kljakovic et al., 2015).

Peer approval becomes important during adolescence (Norris, Aroian, Warren, & Wirth, 2012), and peer pressure is reported by some adolescents. For instance, some adolescents experience peer pressure to be romantically involved and/or to have romantic partners who are acceptable to peers (B. M. Newman et al., 2000). Also, interviews with 22 students (aged 11–14 years) in midwestern USA revealed that adolescents were pressured to have sex (but also stigmatised if they had sex), and girls were portrayed as a ‘nobody’ or teased if they were not sexually active (Ott & Pfeiffer, 2009). Also, in 2014, it was reported that 6 percent of New Zealand adolescents (aged 14–15 years) smoked regularly (Marsh, Iosua, McGee, & White, 2017). Adolescent smoking may be the catalyst for future abuse of alcohol and illicit drugs (Hayes & Plowfield, 2007; Herpertz-Dahlmann et al., 2013), and surveys completed by 100 college students (aged 18–23 years) in the USA revealed that peer pressure was the main reason why 38 percent of students began smoking (Hayes & Plowfield, 2007).

Additionally, stress associated with wearing acceptable clothing was reported by Spanish adolescents aged 15–16 years (particularly girls) in Camara et al.’s (2014) study, and high percentages of students (aged 15–18 years) from Los Angeles reported concern about ‘the way you look’ (45.9%), ‘your body’ (43.0%), and ‘clothes (39.2%) (de Anda et al., 2000). Correspondingly, Murray et al. (2011) argue that concerns about body image tend to be highest during early adolescence. For adolescent girls, attractiveness is associated with peer acceptance, and adolescent girls in westernised cultures may experience body image dissatisfaction if they believe their body does not conform to the slim female body type promoted by teen culture and the media (Friedrich, Mendez, & Mihalas, 2010; Murray et al., 2011). Contrastingly, males in westernised cultures are more likely to strive for a masculine body, and when teased or pressured by male peers, adolescent boys may feel that their masculinity is threatened and adopt a negative
body image (Murray et al., 2011). Nevertheless, adolescents’ views of their bodies may differ between cultures, and body image dissatisfaction may be more prevalent in some adolescent populations.

**Family-related stress**

Home life is a significant source of stress for some adolescents (e.g., Byrne et al., 2007). For instance, relationships with parents may become more conflicted when adolescents strive to have more egalitarian relationships (e.g., input in decision-making), and arguments with parents may be particularly stressful (Seiffge-Krenke et al., 2013). Also, pressure from parents to achieve at school is associated with high levels of adolescent stress (Seiffge-Krenke et al., 2009). However, some family-related stressors are context specific (Seiffge-Krenke et al., 2009). For instance, adolescents with separated parents may experience stress associated with limited access to non-custodial parents, conflict between separated parents, changed financial circumstances, and increased family responsibilities (Beausang, Farrell, & Walsh, 2012; Koerner, Korn, Dennison, & Witthoft, 2011).

**Technology**

Globally, technology is an important means of communication and entertainment (Vacaru, Shepherd, & Sheridan, 2014), and some adolescents spend a substantial amount of time using technology. For instance, surveys in Australia revealed that 76 percent of participants (aged 9–16 years) went online daily or almost every day, and 65 percent of participants used social networking sites (Poblet, Teodoro, González-Conejero, Varela, & Casanovas, 2017).

Risks associated with adolescent use of technology include cyberbullying, harassment, stalking, sexual predation, and exposure to pornography (Berson & Berson, 2005; Poblet et al., 2017). For instance, questionnaires completed by 1,530 New Zealand students (aged 11–18 years) revealed that text-message bullying was experienced once by 43 percent of students, and three or more times by 23 percent of students in the previous 5–6 months (Raskauskas, 2010). Also, longitudinal research with New Zealand secondary school students found that text-message bullying was the form of bullying used most often by the students (Klijakovic et al., 2015). Also, questionnaires completed by 606 high school students in the USA revealed that approximately 20 percent of students had forwarded sexts (i.e., sexually explicit images sent by mobile phone) of themselves to others (Strassberg, McKinnon, Sustaíta, & Rullo, 2013). It was also reported that images were sometimes taken and/or sent to other people without the subjects’ knowledge, and stress associated with widespread distribution of images has resulted in the suicide of some adolescents in the USA (Strassberg et al., 2013).
School/Leisure Conflict and Extracurricular Activities

Adolescent stress associated with school/leisure conflict has been identified in some studies. For instance, stress associated with limited time for fun and leisure activities outside school hours was reported by Australian students (aged 13–18 years) (Byrne et al., 2007). Also, ‘not having enough time’ was one of the ten most frequent stressors reported by students (aged 15–18 years) from Los Angeles (de Anda et al., 2000).

Some adolescents experience high levels of stress associated with extracurricular activities. For example, sports-related stress was one of the two most frequent stressors reported in an open-ended question by students (aged 11–15 years) from the USA (Hutchinson et al., 2006). Competitive sports are performance-based activities, and may cause stress if individuals feel that they are being evaluated and compared with others (Hutchinson, Bland, & Kleiber, 2008). Peer acceptance is important to adolescents (Sancho & Cline, 2012), and adolescents may find it particularly stressful when they feel they are being judged negatively by their peers.

Emerging Adult Responsibilities

Stress associated with emerging adult responsibility has been identified in some studies. For instance, stress associated with increased family responsibilities, employers’ expectations, and work interfering with school and social activities were reported by students (aged 13–18 years) in Byrne et al.’s (2007) Australian study. Also, ‘pressure from parents about responsibility’ was reported by 50 percent of adolescents (aged 15–18 years) from Los Angeles in de Anda et al.’s (2000) study. Similarly, stress may be experienced by adolescents who have increased responsibilities (e.g., household duties) following parental separation (Beausang et al., 2012). Nevertheless, early adolescents may experience less stress associated with emerging adult responsibilities than older adolescents, because responsibilities are likely to progressively increase with age.

Finances

Some adolescents experience stress associated with financial pressure. For instance, larger families, low SES families, and single-parent households may experience more financial pressure than smaller families, higher SES families, and two-parent households, and concern about their family’s financial problems may be stressful for some adolescents (Benzies & Mychasiuk, 2009; Hickle & Anthony, 2013; Koerner et al., 2011). For instance, approximately 63 percent of 255 adolescents (aged 11–18 years) in the USA whose parents had divorced in the previous two years were worried about being poor and struggling financially (Koerner et al., 2011). Also, some New
Zealand families have insufficient money to buy food (Clark et al., 2013), which may detrimentally affect family relationships and cause adolescents stress.

**Future concerns**

Future concerns have been associated with high levels of adolescent stress. For instance, concerns about careers and future life plans were the two stressors reported most frequently by adolescents (aged 15–18 years) from Los Angeles (de Anda et al., 2000), and stress associated with future uncertainty was rated the third highest by 1,121 adolescents (aged 12.5–17.5 years) from six European cities (De Vriendt et al., 2011). Nevertheless, findings on future-related adolescent stress are inconsistent. For example, students (aged 13–20 years) in the USA were generally unconcerned about their future (Suldo et al., 2009), which may reflect the inclusion of younger participants in the study. As argued by Seiffge-Krenke et al. (2009), future-related stress tends to increase as adolescents mature and decisions about the future become more urgent. Correspondingly, these stressors may not be as relevant to early adolescents.

**Multiple and Cumulative Stressors**

Stressors experienced by adolescents are numerous and cumulative (de Anda et al., 2000), and mental health problems increase linearly with the number of stressors experienced by young people (Flouri, Buchanan, Tan, Griggs, & Attar-Schwartz, 2010). Poor psychological outcomes are associated with ongoing daily hassles such as arguments with parents (Suldo et al., 2009), and low self-esteem and mental health problems are associated with ongoing stress related to social interactions and academic expectations (Murray et al., 2011). Compared to isolated stressors, chronic and uncontrollable stressors are associated with more persistent changes in psychological wellbeing (Bonanno & Diminich, 2013). Also, research with adults indicates that ongoing minor hassles (particularly multiple hassles) may adversely affect psychological and physical wellbeing equally or more than major life events (Kardum et al., 2008). Likewise, the damaging effects of cumulative minor hassles to psychological and physical wellbeing will have a negative impact on adolescents.

It is important to gain a holistic view of adolescent stressors because of spillover, where experiences in one domain affect experiences in other domains (Flook & Fuligni, 2008). For example, stress experienced in one relationship may influence the way that experiences in other relationships are perceived (Seiffge-Krenke, 2011). Spillover was explored in a longitudinal study with 503 students from Mexican, Chinese, and European backgrounds who lived in Los Angeles (Flook & Fuligni, 2008). The students completed diary checklists in the 9th and 12th grades of senior high school, and higher levels of family stress experienced in the 9th grade was associated
with more school problems in the 12th grade, and more school problems in the 9th grade was associated with higher levels of family stress in the 12th grade. The pattern of spillover between problems at school and family life was similar for girls and boys and all ethnicities. However, Flook and Fuligni (2008) caution that stressors do not occur in isolation and other factors are likely to have influenced the spillover process (e.g., individual, family, and community characteristics). For example, the students may have experienced problems associated with puberty, desire for more independence, and conflicting expectations of family and peers. Flook and Fuligni (2008) also emphasise that the order of events suggests that one event affected another, but it cannot be inferred that one event caused another.

Gender Differences in Adolescent Stressors

Gender differences in levels of stress and frequencies at which adolescents experience particular stressors have been consistently reported in the literature. For instance, body image dissatisfaction has been reported by adolescent girls at twice the level of adolescent boys (Murray et al., 2011). Also, a questionnaire used to explore gender and age differences in the frequency and intensity of everyday stressors experienced by 2,505 New Zealand adolescents (aged 10–20 years) found that (compared to boys of the same ages) more stressors and higher levels of stress were reported by girls after ages 12 years and 13 years respectively (Jose & Ratcliffe, 2004).

During the development of the ASQ, Byrne et al.’s (2007) study with Australian adolescents (aged 13–18 years) found that girls reported higher levels for all ten stress domains, with significantly higher levels of stress associated with home life, school performance, romantic relationships, peer pressure, future uncertainty, school/leisure conflict, and emerging adult responsibility. Similarly, revised versions of the ASQ were used in De Vriendt et al.’s (2011) research with adolescents (aged 12.5–17.5 years) from six European countries, and girls reported higher levels for all stress domains except teacher interaction and emerging adult responsibility (which were similar), with significantly higher levels for home life, school performance, peer pressure, future uncertainty, and school/leisure conflict.

Additionally, there appears to be gender differences in the types of stressors that cause the most stress for adolescents. For instance, boys tend to report more self-related, achievement-related, external, or non-interpersonal stressors, while girls tend to report more stressors associated with family, friends, peers, and romantic partners (Hankin, Mermelstein, & Roesch, 2007; Moljord, Moksnes, Eriksen, & Espnes, 2011; Murray et al., 2011). Moljord et al. (2011) suggest that girls may experience more interpersonal stress because they have more developed interpersonal relationships than boys. This may be particularly relevant to early adolescents because, as argued by Rew et al. (2012), girls’ advanced physical development coincides with more advanced
emotional and psychosocial behaviour. Puberty generally begins earlier for girls than boys, and girls normally reach puberty one to two years before boys (Rew et al., 2012; Ybarra & Mitchell, 2005). In contrast, Seiffge-Krenke et al. (2009) propose that gender differences in levels of peer-related stress may be due to gender differences in types of friendships. Boys (who are generally more reluctant to share personal information) tend to have friendships that are more active and based on companionship, whereas girls’ friendships tend to be intimate, emotional, and involve self-disclosure, wherein they experience more conflict and jealousy (Hickle & Anthony, 2013; Huan, See, Ang, & Har, 2008; Seiffge-Krenke et al., 2009).

It has also been proposed that adolescents’ perceptions of situations may be influenced by gender role stereotyping and socialisation, where boys may be encouraged to be more independent and girls to have close interpersonal relationships (Jose & Ratcliffe, 2004). Consequently, when girls experience interpersonal problems they may feel that their relationships are compromised, and experience higher levels of stress than boys in similar circumstances (Kardum et al., 2008). Alternatively, anxiety has been associated with individuals’ beliefs that they have little or no control (Scott & Weems, 2010), and girls may feel they have less control than boys in similar circumstances.

While some studies have found that adolescent girls experience higher levels of stress, gender differences in adolescent stressors are inconsistent. For instance, longitudinal research conducted in Germany with 200 adolescents (aged 12–16 years) investigated gender differences and found differences in only two domains (i.e., higher levels of peer-related stress was found for girls, and higher levels of stress associated with romantic relationships was found for boys) (Seiffge-Krenke et al., 2009). Also, Persike and Seiffge-Krenke’s (2012) study with 10,941 adolescents (aged 11-19 years) from 20 cities (described as Western, Eastern Asian, and Southern world regions) found no gender differences in reported stressors, and the researchers suggest that this may reflect globalisation, more education opportunities for girls, and less gendered social roles.

**Cultural Differences in Adolescent Stressors**

Experiences that are perceived to be stressful in one culture may be viewed differently in other cultures (Theron et al., 2011). For instance, autonomy is encouraged in individualistic cultures, while interdependency and family commitment are promoted in collectivist cultures, and adolescents from individualistic and collectivistic cultures may experience different levels of stress (Persike & Seiffge-Krenke, 2012). For example, adolescents from westernised cultures tend to experience more stress associated with romantic relationships than adolescents from some other cultures (Seiffge-Krenke, 2011). It is proposed that adolescents from westernised cultures may
feel pressured to initiate romantic relationships themselves, whereas in some other cultures parents help their children find romantic partners (Seiffge-Krenke, 2011).

Nevertheless, links between cultures have been enhanced through globalisation and multiculturalism, and adolescents may need to choose between tradition and more westernised lifestyles (Persike & Seiffge-Krenke, 2012). Also, adolescents may be exposed to different cultural values and practices in different domains of their lives, and conflicting cultural expectations may cause stress (Persike & Seiffge-Krenke, 2012). For instance, acculturation may change immigrants’ attitudes toward their ethnic identities (Webber, McKinley, & Hattie, 2013), and adolescents may experience bicultural stress (i.e., stress associated with intercultural conflict) when acculturation differs between themselves and their parents (Sirikantraporn, 2013). For example, adolescents from ethnic minority groups may be expected to conform to westernised norms and values in mainstream schools that differ from norms and values promoted in their homes, and the subsequent struggle with conflicting views may adversely affect relationships between adolescents and their parents.

Furthermore, racial prejudice and stereotyping is experienced by some adolescents (Webber et al., 2013). For instance, self-reports completed by 3,127 New Zealand students in Years 9–13 revealed that 8 percent of students (of unknown ethnicity) had experienced racist comments during the previous six months (Coggan et al., 2003). Also, Harris et al. (2006) report that racial discrimination is experienced more by ethnic minority groups, as evidenced by interviews with 12,500 individuals aged 15 years or older in New Zealand which revealed that those who identified as Māori (the indigenous people of New Zealand), Pacific, or Asian experienced more discrimination than those who identified as New Zealand European/Other. Nevertheless, self-reports completed by New Zealand adolescents (aged 13–14 years) who identified as New Zealand European, Māori, Samoan, or Chinese revealed that adolescents from all ethnic groups reported racial discrimination or negative stereotypes associated with their ethnicity (Webber et al., 2013). For instance, some New Zealand European students reported that New Zealand Europeans were stereotyped as racist or “weaker because they were White”, whereas some Māori students reported that Māori stereotyping was linked to “gangs”, “violence”, “crime”, and underachievement (Webber et al., 2013).

Some cultural differences in the frequency that adolescents experience various stressors have been identified. For example, de Anda et al.’s (2000) study with white, Latino, and African American adolescents (aged 15–18 years) revealed that: overall, stressors were experienced more often by white students than African American students; white students experienced the highest rates and African American students the lowest rates of personal and school-related stressors; and Latino
students experienced higher rates of family stressors than white students. Therefore, although stressors reported by adolescents may be consistent (e.g., Byrne et al., 2007; de Anda et al., 2000; Suldo et al., 2009), the frequency and effect of stressors may differ according to culture.

**Effects of SES on Adolescent Stressors**

Levels of stress and types of stressors experienced by adolescents may be influenced by SES. For instance, adolescents from low income families may experience more family stress, have more problems at school, and be at greater risk of developing anxiety and depression than adolescents from higher SES families (Hickle & Anthony, 2013; Hopson & Lee, 2011; Seiffge-Krenke, 2011). Lower SES families may have fewer available resources (e.g., less time and money) and may experience stressors that are more difficult and more severe than higher SES families (Aspinwall & Taylor, 1997). For instance, neighbourhood disadvantage is associated with poverty, racial discrimination, and violence (Suldo et al., 2009), and adolescents from low SES families may experience frequent exposure to antisocial peers, crime, and violence that is not experienced by higher SES families (Hopson & Lee, 2011; Ngai et al., 2013). Correspondingly, financial constraints may limit the educational opportunities available to adolescents from low SES families, and unsafe neighbourhoods may restrict adolescents’ ability to socialise.

**Adolescent Coping**

The types of stressors, the perceived importance of stressors, and the resources that individuals have (or believe they have) available to deal with stressors determine how individuals cope (Markovic, Rose-Krasnor, & Coplan, 2013; Moksnes et al., 2014). These factors also affect the impact that stressors have on outcomes such as psychological wellbeing, somatic health, and behaviour (Kardum et al., 2008; Moksnes et al., 2014). For instance, the levels of individuals’ cognitive, emotional, and physical development constrain available coping resources (Hutchinson et al., 2006).

Nevertheless, adolescents tend to use different coping responses for different stressors, as evidenced in Seiffge-Krenke et al.’s (2009) longitudinal research conducted over four years with 200 students from Germany (aged 12–16 years at initial assessment). Cognitive processes (e.g., considering solutions and willingness to compromise) and support seeking were used more for school- and some peer-related stressors, but rarely for stressors related to self, parents, romantic relationships, or leisure, whereas withdrawal was used more for future- and self-related stressors, and rarely for stressors related to parents, peers, and romantic partners. Contrastingly, Sontag and Graber’s (2010) study explored peer-related stress with 295 students (aged 11–13 years) in the
USA, and revealed that disengagement coping was used more than engagement coping in response to peer stress. As responses are determined by available resources (e.g., cognitive and social ability) and environmental limitations (e.g., reliance on adults) (Eschenbeck, Kohlmann, & Lohaus, 2007), the participants’ ages may account for different reporting in the two studies.

**Styles of Coping**

Many different coping frameworks have been used to investigate the ways that individuals respond to stress. For instance, researchers have variously explored engagement versus disengagement coping, problem- versus emotion-focused coping, adaptive versus maladaptive coping, primary- versus secondary-control coping, accommodative versus assimilative coping, proactive coping, and involuntary versus voluntary responses (e.g., Carver & Connor-Smith, 2010; Eschenbeck et al., 2007; Hampel & Petermann, 2006; Sontag & Graber, 2010; Thomsen & Greve, 2013; Valiente, Lemery-Chalfant, & Swanson, 2009). Nevertheless, engagement versus disengagement coping, problem- versus emotion-focused coping, and adaptive versus maladaptive coping essentially incorporate the main coping styles reported in the literature. These are the coping responses explored in the present study, and are discussed below.

**Engagement Versus Disengagement Coping**

Engagement coping (also known as approach and active coping) is where individuals take direct actions to address stressors (e.g., problem solving, emotion-regulation, and emotion expression) (M. L. Newman, Holden, & Delville, 2011; Valiente et al., 2009). Contrastingly, disengagement coping (also known as avoidance coping) is where individuals purposefully distance themselves from stressful situations or negative emotions generated by stressful situations (e.g., denial, avoidance) (M. L. Newman et al., 2011; Valiente et al., 2009). Engagement coping tends to be used when individuals have high levels of perceived control in stressful situations (Aspinwall & Taylor, 1997), whereas disengagement coping tends to be used when individuals perceive they have no control in stressful situations (Doron, Stephan, Boiche, & Le Scanff, 2009).

Research with adolescents has found that engagement coping is associated with better psychological outcomes, while disengagement coping is associated with poor psychological outcomes (Hutchinson et al., 2006). Nevertheless, Sontag and Graber’s (2010) study with North American students (aged 11–13 years) found that disengagement coping was not a strong mediator between peer-related stress and measures of anxiety and depression. Perhaps disengagement coping had a less detrimental effect on psychological outcomes for the students in this study, because they were less reliant on peers for support and did not dwell on peer-related stressors to the same extent as older adolescents.
Problem-Focused Versus Emotion-Focused Coping

Problem-focused coping is a form of engagement coping where individuals take direct action to change or eliminate stressors (Alisic, Boeije, Jongmans, & Kleber, 2011). Problem-focused coping includes behavioural strategies (e.g., seeking information and support, negotiation, confrontation) and cognitive strategies (e.g., planning, self-instruction) (Bowker, Bukowski, Hymel, & Sippola, 2000; Frydenberg & Lewis, 2009; Matud, 2004).

Contrastingly, emotion-focused coping refers to direct actions taken to manage emotional responses evoked by stressors without eliminating the actual stressors (Kammeyer-Mueller, Judge, & Scott, 2009). Emotion-focused coping includes distraction, avoidance, emotion expression (e.g., anger and sadness), and receiving emotional support (Hampel & Petermann, 2006; Hickle & Anthony, 2013; Kammeyer-Mueller et al., 2009).

Adolescents are more likely to use problem-focused coping when they believe they have greater control over stressors (Doron et al., 2009), and emotion-focused coping when they perceive they have limited control over stressors (Hickle & Anthony, 2013).

Adaptive Versus Maladaptive Coping

The effectiveness of coping responses depends on the types of stressors being experienced (Marsac, Donlon, Winston, & Kassam-Adams, 2013), and coping responses may be adaptive (i.e., productive) in some situations and maladaptive (i.e., non-productive) in others (Frydenberg & Lewis, 2009). Also, stressors may become more stressful when adolescents use ineffective coping responses (Bowker et al., 2000), and coping responses should be used flexibly in ways that best match stressful situations (Bonanno & Diminich, 2013). For instance, engagement coping (e.g., problem-focused coping) is appropriate for more enduring controllable stressors, but may be less suitable than disengagement coping (e.g., avoidance) when stressors are temporary and uncontrollable (M. L. Newman et al., 2011). Also, emotion-focused coping can be effective when stressful situations cannot be altered, or when change is inappropriate (Devonport, Lane, & Biscomb, 2013). Correspondingly, the actual control that adolescents have in stressful situations needs to be considered because, for example, adolescents who have high perceived control but do not have the social competence to control stressful interpersonal situations may become aggressive (Scott & Weems, 2010) Nevertheless, disengagement coping (an emotion-focused response) may be detrimental in the long term, because this coping style may carry over to other stressors (M. L. Newman et al., 2011), and maladaptive responses learned during childhood and adolescence may continue into adulthood (Balantekin & Roemmich, 2012). Furthermore, importantly, psychological adjustment is related more to the way that individuals respond to stressors than the stressor itself (Hampel & Petermann, 2006), and ineffective coping is a major
contributing factor in the development of adolescent psychopathology (Persike & Seiffge-Krenke, 2012).

The motivational theory of coping proposes that coping consists of six challenge coping responses (i.e., self-reliance, support seeking, problem-solving, information seeking, accommodation, and negotiation) which are deemed adaptive when stressors are controllable, and six threat coping responses (i.e., delegation, social isolation, helplessness, escape, submission, and opposition) which are deemed maladaptive when stressors are controllable (Zimmer-Gembeck, Lees, & Skinner, 2011). Zimmer-Gembeck et al. (2011) argue that challenge coping responses tend to be used when individuals believe they can competently manage stressors and/or perceive that support is available, while threat coping responses (which are generally associated with anger and fear) tend to be used when individuals believe that their choices, support, or ability is limited.

Similarly, de Anda et al.’s (2000) study with students (aged 15–18 years) from Los Angeles deemed coping responses to be adaptive (i.e., relaxation, distraction, cognitive control, help seeking, and affective release) or maladaptive (i.e., denial, withdrawal, confrontation, aggressive behaviour, and substance use). Although no differentiation was made between controllable and uncontrollable stressors, de Anda et al. (2000) report that all students (including those with high levels of stress) used adaptive coping more frequently than maladaptive coping. However, the number of students who used maladaptive coping responses ‘often to very often’ was substantial, for example, leave and try to forget (46.5%), daydream (44.1%), argue (42.9%), deny feelings (34.8%), yell (33.6%), sleep excessively (21.6%), and break or destroy things (19.2%). Also, higher mean scores for the frequency that maladaptive coping responses were used was found for students who experienced high stress ($M=2.71$) compared to moderate/low stress ($M=2.66$), and a wider range of maladaptive coping responses were used by students who experienced higher levels of stress.

Although responses deemed adaptive and maladaptive in the above studies differ to some extent, with the exception of support-seeking (which can be problem-focused and/or emotion-focused, discussed later) the adaptive coping responses are problem-focused responses, and the maladaptive responses are emotion-focused responses. However, other studies have defined both problem-focused and emotion-focused responses as adaptive responses. For example, Hampel and Petermann (2006) investigated adolescent responses to interpersonal stressors with Austrian students (aged 10–14 years), and problem-focused coping (i.e., situation control, positive self-instruction, and social support) and emotion-focused coping (i.e., minimisation, and distraction/recreation) were deemed adaptive responses, while passive avoidance, rumination,
resignation, and aggression were deemed maladaptive responses. Correspondingly, researchers’ definitions of adaptive and maladaptive responses depend on the constructs being investigated.

Main Adolescent Coping Styles

According to the literature (e.g., Eschenbeck et al., 2007), the main adolescent coping responses are problem-solving, support seeking, distraction, avoidance, and emotion-regulation, and these are discussed below.

Problem-Solving

Problem-solving (which is associated with positive health outcomes for children and adults) refers to planning strategies and engaging in activities that reduce stress and resolve problems (Kammeyer-Mueller et al., 2009). Taking control of situations, taking direct action, confrontation, and seeking support (discussed below) are forms of problem-solving (Bowker et al., 2000; Kammeyer-Mueller et al., 2009). Examples include ‘taking matters into your own hands’, ‘tackling the problem’, ‘trying extra hard’, and ‘telling someone off’ (Bowker et al., 2000; Vierhaus & Lohaus, 2009).

As adolescents become less reliant on their parents, they tend to engage in more problem-solving and make more of their own decisions (Nicolai, Laney, & Mezulis, 2013). Frydenberg and Lewis (2009) argue that adolescents are more likely to use problem-solving when they believe they have more control over stressors (e.g., academic stressors), but less for interpersonal stressors or when they believe they have limited control. However, Eschenbeck et al. (2007) found that adolescents used problem-solving more for social than academic stressors, and argue that this may be because they placed more importance on maintaining positive relationships with peers.

Support-Seeking

Support-seeking can be emotion-focused and/or problem-focused (Kammeyer-Mueller et al., 2009). For instance, social support can be sought for emotional assistance (i.e., emotion-focused) and/or to access information about stressors, get help to effectively assess situations, and receive concrete assistance (i.e., problem-focused) (Aspinwall & Taylor, 1997).

Adolescents tend to seek support from individuals who are friendly, familiar, mature, and trustworthy (Camara et al., 2014), and friends, parents, siblings, and teachers are common sources of support sought by adolescents (B. M. Newman et al., 2000). In particular, adolescents become more psychologically and emotionally reliant on peers, and depend more on friends for social support (Flack et al., 2011). However, stressors may be misinterpreted when individuals are
supported by others who are similar to themselves (because they may share the same biases) (Aspinwall & Taylor, 1997). Also, peers who have limited experience dealing with some stressors may provide inappropriate advice, and stress experienced by the adolescents they support may not change or may increase.

**Distraction**

Distraction (which includes relaxation, exercise, distracting attention, and entertainment) is deemed a protective factor when individuals experience stress (Nicolotti, El-Sheikh, & Whitson, 2003). For instance, leisure activities may provide temporary relief from stressors, physical activity can release endorphins and relieve sadness, and social interaction can provide distraction from distressing thoughts (Hutchinson et al., 2008; Nicolotti et al., 2003). Adolescents frequently use distraction in response to stressors. For instance, distraction (i.e., reading a book, watching television, listening to music) was the most frequent response to stressors reported by adolescents (aged 15–18 years) from Los Angeles (de Anda et al., 2000).

**Avoidance**

Avoidance can be behavioural (where individuals physically distance themselves from stressors) or cognitive (where individuals avoid thinking about stressors) (Nicolotti et al., 2003). Although inappropriate for most stress, avoidance may be effective for some temporary stressors, and when stressors are perceived as high and uncontrollable (M. L. Newman et al., 2011; Persike & Seiffge-Krenke, 2012). For instance, avoidance would be adaptive to escape potential harm from physical bullying (i.e., an uncontrollable stressor) (M. L. Newman et al., 2011). However, long-term use of avoidance may prolong stress and result in psychological distress (Persike & Seiffge-Krenke, 2012). For instance, adolescents who withdraw from stressors may become too passive, and be at increased risk of developing depression and low self-esteem (Bowker et al., 2000).

Examples of avoidance are substance use, social withdrawal, and self-harm (Besevegis & Galanaki, 2010; Dimmock, Grieves, & Place, 2008; Hickle & Anthony, 2013). Using substances to avoid stressors may have serious long-term consequences. For instance, the risk for alcoholism is 40 percent higher if individuals begin drinking before age 15, and the risk of continued abuse of tobacco, marijuana, and inhalants is increased if these drugs are used during adolescence (Andersen & Teicher, 2009). Social withdrawal has been linked to parent-related stressors, and is the coping response used most often by adolescents when dealing with problems that relate to themselves (e.g., loneliness) (Besevegis & Galanaki, 2010; Persike & Seiffge-Krenke, 2012). Self-harm (which has been associated with bullying, and family and school problems) generally begins between 11–13 years of age, and (particularly cutting) increases during adolescence (Dimmock et al., 2008; Herpertz-Dahlmann et al., 2013; McAndrew & Warne, 2014).
Disturbingly, 24 percent of 1,315 students aged 15 years and younger, and 23 percent of 696 students aged 15 years and older reported self-harm behaviour in anonymous surveys completed by New Zealand secondary school students (Fleming et al., 2014).

**Emotion-Regulation**

Emotion-regulation refers to palliative emotion-regulation (e.g., relaxation, talking about feelings, trying to calm down or stay calm), and anger-related emotion-regulation (e.g., aggression) (Eschenbeck et al., 2007; Kliewer et al., 2006). Eschenbeck et al.’s (2007) study revealed that adolescents used emotion-regulation more for social stressors than academic stressors, and Persike and Seiffge-Krenke (2012) found that adolescents used emotion-regulation more during negative interactions with parents than with peers and romantic partners. Also, aggression tends to be used in response to fear and anger, or when adolescents experience overt aggression (Seiffge-Krenke, 2011; Zimmer-Gembeck et al., 2011), and may become a response to stressors that becomes a habit over time (Rew et al., 2012).

**Gender Differences in Coping**

Research findings on gender differences in adolescent coping are inconsistent, and it is proposed that this is because of differences in stressors under investigation, the measurements used to assess coping responses, the age range in studies, and participants’ ages (Eschenbeck et al., 2007). For instance, it has been argued that boys are more likely to use distraction, avoidance, and humour to cope with stressors (Herpertz-Dahlmann et al., 2013; Moljord et al., 2011; Sontag & Graber, 2010), and that girls (who generally have more intimate friendships) tend to use engagement coping more than boys, and place more importance on preserving relationships and resolving problems with peers (Abaied & Rudolph, 2010; Sontag & Graber, 2010). Contrastingly, Frydenberg and Lewis (2009) argue that adolescent boys tend to view hassles as challenges and use problem-focused coping, while girls tend to consider hassles as threats and use emotion-focused strategies. It is also argued that girls use more emotion-regulation (including aggression), withdrawal, rumination, self-blame, and wishful thinking than boys when they face similar stressful situations (Frydenberg & Lewis, 2009; Persike & Seiffge-Krenke, 2012).

Nevertheless, girls (who generally rely more on friends for emotional support) tend to be more comfortable talking about their feelings and are more proficient at finding social support and resolving difficulties through negotiation (Herpertz-Dahlmann et al., 2013; Persike & Seiffge-Krenke, 2012; Sontag & Graber, 2010). Boys may be reluctant to share their feelings and seek support (particularly from male friends) because they believe they are expected to fix their own problems and do not want to appear vulnerable (Friedrich et al., 2010; Sears, Graham, & Campbell, 2009). Many researchers (e.g., Kardum et al., 2008) argue that girls tend to use a
greater range of coping styles to respond to different stressors. However, it is proposed that gender differences in coping may be narrowing because of changes in gendered social roles and constraints (Matud, 2004).

Cultural Differences in Coping

Coping behaviours may serve different functions and have different meanings in different cultures, and coping behaviours may be adaptive in some cultural contexts and maladaptive in others (Persike & Seiffge-Krenke, 2012). Therefore, behaviour that is deemed culturally appropriate may influence the coping styles used to deal with stressors (Persike & Seiffge-Krenke, 2012). For example, independence, negotiation, and emotional expression are encouraged in individualistic cultures, while collectivistic cultures tend to promote interdependence and harmony within the family (Persike & Seiffge-Krenke, 2012). Accordingly, arguments between parents and their children may be more acceptable in westernised cultures, but, as argued by Seiffge-Krenke (2011), it may be more appropriate for individuals in collectivistic cultures to avoid conflict.

Cultural differences in adolescent coping have been found in some studies. For instance, de Anda et al.’s (2000) study with students (aged 15–18 years) from Los Angeles found that help-seeking was used most often by white students and least often by Latino students. Also, Jose and Schurer’s (2010) study with 566 New Zealand students (aged 10–18 years) found that all ethnicities (i.e., New Zealand European, Māori and Asian) reported comparable levels of social support, but Asian students reported lower levels of externalising (e.g., fights and arguments) than Māori and New Zealand European students (who had similar ratings), and Asian and Māori students reported higher levels of rumination and problem solving than New Zealand European students. Nevertheless, cultural differences in coping may be narrowing because of globalisation (Persike & Seiffge-Krenke, 2012), and bicultural individuals may feel more able to negotiate different cultural demands and have the flexibility to draw on coping strategies from both cultures (Sirikantraporn, 2013).

Effects of SES on Coping

Differences in adolescent coping may be affected by SES. For instance, there may be fewer positive role models in disadvantaged neighbourhoods, and adolescents may find it harder to find social support (Hopson & Lee, 2011). Also, challenges experienced by lower SES families (e.g., financial pressure) may trickle down and affect adolescent stress and coping (Hickle & Anthony, 2013). For example, stressors experienced by adolescents from financially disadvantaged families have been associated with adolescents’ increased vulnerability to health problems, and increased
likelihood that adolescents become involved in undesirable behaviours, such as substance abuse (Hickle & Anthony, 2013). It is likely that financial constraints may limit access to health services for adolescents from financially disadvantaged families, and peers may engage in undesirable behaviours when they have limited access to positive role models.

**Study Rationale**

The age range in many studies on adolescent stressors and coping is extensive (e.g., Suldo et al., 2009), and studies that simultaneously explore the stressors and/or coping responses of multiple age groups may not accurately represent the experiences of adolescents of different ages. For example, early adolescents (aged 11–14 years) may experience and respond to stressors differently than middle adolescents (aged 15–17 years) and late adolescents (aged 18–21 years). For instance, middle and late adolescents may have experienced stressors that are novel for early adolescents (e.g., stressors associated with romantic partners), and coping responses may differ between these populations.

**The Present Study**

To eliminate potential age-related differences in stressors and associated responses, one secondary school year group (i.e., Year 9 where students are usually aged 13 years at the start of the school year) has been chosen for the present study. Unlike de Anda et al.’s (2000) research that excluded students in their first or last year of high school (to eliminate stressors associated with transition into and out of school), Year 9 students have been chosen for the present study because Year 9 is the transition into secondary school in New Zealand, which is an integral part of the secondary school experience. Also, stressors experienced during the first year of secondary school may influence students’ experiences in subsequent secondary school years (Flook & Fuligni, 2008).

Based on previous studies, it is expected that New Zealand adolescents experience similar stressors to adolescents in other countries (e.g., Byrne et al., 2007; de Anda et al., 2000; Suldo et al., 2009). However, it is necessary to investigate the nature of all stressors experienced by New Zealand adolescents because of the constantly evolving nature of society, and the negative psychological effects of cumulative stressors and spillover (see Byrne et al., 2007; de Anda et al., 2000; Flook & Fuligni, 2008). Also, New Zealand is a multicultural society, and cultural values and practices may influence the way that adolescents view and respond to stressors.
Furthermore, ineffective coping is a main factor in the development of adolescent psychopathology (Persike & Seiffge-Krenke, 2012), and the effectiveness of coping responses depends on the nature of stressors (Marsac et al., 2013). Therefore, it is important to determine the ways that adolescents cope with particular stressors so that effective interventions may ultimately be implemented. For instance, the identification of school-related stressors would indicate where school environments could be changed to minimise stressors in ways that support learning and enhance student wellbeing (de Anda et al., 2000), and stress reduction in one setting may benefit adolescents in the other settings (Flook & Fuligni, 2008). Furthermore, future interventions may need to be tailored to specific populations (i.e., according to gender, culture, and/or SES). For instance, adolescents from ethnic minority groups who live in disadvantaged families and communities may experience additional stressors to those experienced by adolescents from majority groups who live in similar SES circumstances.

While designing an intervention is outside the scope of this research, the present study is expected to contribute to the understanding of stressors and coping responses of Year 9 students in New Zealand, and this may ultimately inform the design of interventions that will help adolescents understand and manage stress.

**Aim of study**

The aim of the present study was to explore the types of stressors experienced by a sample of Year 9 students (aged 13–14 years) in the Wellington region of New Zealand, together with the types of coping strategies that the students used to deal with these stressors.

**Research Questions**

1. What situations at school cause students aged 13–14 years to feel stressed?
2. What situations at home cause students aged 13–14 years to feel stressed?
3. What interactions with peers cause students aged 13–14 years to feel stressed?
4. What things about the future cause students aged 13–14 years to feel stressed?
5. How to do students aged 13–14 years cope with stress at school?
6. How to do students aged 13–14 years cope with stress at home?
7. How do students aged 13–14 years cope with peer-related stress?
8. How do students aged 13–14 years cope with future-related stress?

A comprehensive list of the questions posed to the students is presented in the Discussion Group Prompt Sheet (see Appendix A).
CHAPTER THREE

METHODOLOGY

Qualitative Approach

According to Article 12 of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child, young people have the right to express their views on matters that concern them, and qualitative research provides this opportunity (Alisic et al., 2011; Powell & Smith, 2009). Qualitative methods enable in-depth exploration of views and understandings, and generate data that is not accessible using quantitative methods (Tekola, Griffin, & Camfield, 2009; Yilmaz, 2013). For instance, quantitative researchers generally use standardised instruments (e.g., questionnaires) that require participants to choose the most appropriate answers from a selection of options, which limits the information that can be disclosed (Yilmaz, 2013).

Some studies (e.g., Byrne et al., 2007; deLara, 2012) have used qualitative or mixed methods to explore adolescent stressors and/or adolescent coping, but many studies (e.g., de Anda et al., 2000; Hutchinson et al., 2006) have used quantitative methods to investigate these concepts. Notwithstanding the importance of quantitative research, further insight into stressors and coping of New Zealand adolescents may be gained using a qualitative approach.

Focus groups

Focus groups were used in the present study because they are an effective way for adolescents to share their views and experiences (Peek & Fothergill, 2009). Focus groups can generate detailed and rich qualitative information on personal opinions, shared experiences, and group meaning, and provide a context for individuals’ experiences in relation to selected topics (Kumar, 2011; Ryan, Gandha, Culbertson, & Carlson, 2013).

Focus Groups Versus Individual Interviews

Focus groups generate a different level of qualitative data from individual interviews, because individual interviews are used for in-depth exploration of topics, while focus groups are used to obtain a diverse range of views in a social context (Brod, Tesler, & Christensen, 2009; Massey, 2011; Peek & Fothergill, 2009). Also, data that is not as easily accessible using individual interviews may be generated in the informal and interactional environment of focus groups (Peek & Fothergill, 2009). For instance, disclosures in a group may remind other participants of previous
experiences that they would like to share (Brod et al., 2009). Nevertheless, the views of some participants may be suppressed by dominant voices in group discussions (Kendal, Keeley, & Callery, 2011).

Although some adolescents prefer to disclose personal information and discuss sensitive or embarrassing experiences during private individual interviews, peer groups are important to adolescents, and focus groups provide a familiar social environment where adolescents may feel willing to share their experiences (Brod et al., 2009; Heary & Hennessy, 2002; Peek & Fothergill, 2009). For instance, most Scottish adolescents (aged 13–14 years) who participated in focus groups and individual interviews preferred group participation because they felt less shy and more supported when they were with peers (Punch, 2002).

Furthermore, adolescents may feel less intimidated by unfamiliar adult researchers in group settings, because the researcher-participant/adult-adolescent power hierarchy is reduced due to the presence of other participants (Bagnoli & Clark, 2010; Peek & Fothergill, 2009). As part of a collective, participants can be empowered and feel supported because they can discuss experiences from a shared social position and develop a connection with others who have similar experiences (Bagnoli & Clark, 2010; Peek & Fothergill, 2009). Also, (compared to individual interviews) focus groups may provide a more relaxed environment where participants do not feel pressured to respond to researchers’ questions that are outside their experience (Heary & Hennessy, 2002).

**Homogenous Groups**

It is important that participants feel comfortable and confident in focus groups, and adolescents may feel socially linked and more comfortable disclosing personal information and sharing experiences in homogenous groups (i.e., when participants are matched to characteristics such as age, gender, or ethnicity, or share similar experiences) or when they know the other people in the group (Brod et al., 2009; Heary & Hennessy, 2002; Peek & Fothergill, 2009). Correspondingly, focus groups may be more successful when participants are friends or acquaintances and/or share similar characteristics (Bagnoli & Clark, 2010). For instance, disclosures may be more accurate in friendship groups because of shared knowledge or experiences (Heary & Hennessy, 2002). However, peer pressure and concern about repercussions associated with disclosures may be less in adolescent groups when participants are strangers, and homogenous groups may restrict the exploration of diverse perspectives (Brod et al., 2009; Heary & Hennessy, 2002; Peek & Fothergill, 2009).
For the present study, the students in each group were from the same school and generally knew each other well. They shared classes and many of them had been friends since primary school.

**Age and Gender of Participants**

People of different ages generally have different styles, sensitivities, and social and cognitive abilities, and it is recommended that the age range of young people in focus groups should be restricted to a 1–2 year age difference, so that appropriate research questions can be composed and the group sessions can be conducted sensitively (Gibson, 2007; Heary & Hennessy, 2002). Also, mixed-gender groups are deemed appropriate for children aged 10 years and younger, but gender is considered to be significant for groups of older children (Peek & Fothergill, 2009). It is recommended that adolescent focus groups consist of either boys or girls, because interest in the opposite sex and conflicting attitudes and interests of adolescent boys and girls can be detrimental to productive focus group discussions (Heary & Hennessy, 2002). Furthermore, adolescents may feel less embarrassed in same-gender groups when certain topics are discussed (Horowitz et al., 2003).

For the present study, all students were aged 13–14 years, and each group was of the same gender.

**Number and Size of Groups**

Generally, three to five focus groups are sufficient to gather data on a topic of interest, because more groups usually do not generate any new insights (Peek & Fothergill, 2009). However, the number of focus groups needs to reflect the aims of the research, and more groups may be necessary if homogenous groups are used (Peek & Fothergill, 2009).

It is recommended that focus groups with adolescents have 4–6 participants, because (instead of lively group interaction) groups with less participants may result in discussions that resemble individual interviews, and groups with more participants can be harder for researchers to control (Heary & Hennessy, 2002; Peek & Fothergill, 2009). Also, (compared to larger groups) adolescents in smaller groups may have more opportunities to contribute to discussions, may feel more relaxed and supported, less embarrassed, and place less importance on making socially desirable responses (Peek & Fothergill, 2009).

The present study involved conducting five focus groups, with 5–7 students in each group.
Ethical Considerations

Ethical approval for this research was granted by Massey University Human Ethics Committee: Southern B, Application 14/39, 23 July 2014.

The focus group discussions took place in a staffroom (at School A) and a classroom (at School B). They were both safe environments where participants were encouraged to participate and their contributions were respected.

Cultural Considerations

The cultural advisor for the present study (see Appendix B) suggested that Māori students may feel more comfortable and willing to share their thoughts and experiences in a discussion group when the other students were also Māori. Therefore, to provide an appropriate environment for Māori students (and to ensure that Māori students had the opportunity to be represented in the study) one group consisted exclusively of Māori students. The participants in the other groups were of mixed ethnicities.

Ethnicity data was collected so that the cultural advisor could be referred to if any issues arose concerning the understanding of cultural beliefs, norms and behaviours. Also, any patterns of difference across participants’ responses could be identified, so that ethnic differences may be followed up in future research.

Consent

The principal of each participating school provided written consent on behalf of his or her school. Written consent was also obtained from the parents/caregivers of participating students (because the students were younger than 16 years of age), and from the participating students themselves.

Confidentiality Agreement

A postgraduate student in psychology was present throughout all group discussions to assist with the emotional safety of the participants (see below). She signed a confidentiality agreement that stated she would not disclose, retain or copy any information involving the study (see Appendix C).
Emotional Safety

It was important to have emotional support available for students during each group discussion if required. The assisting postgraduate student was seated in the room where she could clearly see (but not distract) the students, and if a student became distressed, he or she was to be taken to another location and supported without delay. The impact on other students in the group would be minimised, and the discussion would continue with the remaining students.

At School A, the school counsellor was available in a nearby classroom throughout the group discussions and requested that students be taken directly to her if they became distressed. At School B, any distressed students were to be initially supported by the assisting postgraduate student, and the Assistant Principal would later determine whether follow-up support with the school counsellor was required. No students became upset during any of the group discussions.

A list of support services in the community (see Appendix D) was given to each student at the end of each group discussion, in case he or she wanted to talk with a trained counsellor or support person outside the school environment.

Participants

The participants were 30 Year 9 students from two schools in the Wellington region of New Zealand. The students (12 boys and 18 girls) were all aged 13–14 years, and a total of five focus groups were conducted. Two groups of girls and two groups of boys were of diverse ethnicities, and one group of girls identified as Māori. Participants chose their own pseudonyms. A summary of the schools and participants is shown in Table 1. Details of the participants are shown in Table 2.

Table 1

Summary of Schools and Participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School ID</th>
<th>Decile</th>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Students</th>
<th>Boys</th>
<th>Girls</th>
<th>Age 13</th>
<th>Age 14</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Table 2

**Participants' Details**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Pseudonym</th>
<th>Age Yrs</th>
<th>Age Mths</th>
<th>Ethnicity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Boys</td>
<td>Nick</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>NZ European</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Matt</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>NZ European</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cheng Lee</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Dutch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hunter</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>NZ European, Māori, Samoan, Dutch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sheniqwa-Lee</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>NZ European</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>W.B.</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>NZ European</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Girls</td>
<td>Botswana</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>NZ European</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Kakabera</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>NZ European, Scottish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sarah</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Māori</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Safushia Strawberry</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>NZ European</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Danni</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>NZ European</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sora</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Māori</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fulishia Frangipani</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>NZ European</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Girls</td>
<td>Violet</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>NZ European</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Clair</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>NZ European</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rose</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Chinese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cleo</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Samoan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Scarlet</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>NZ European</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Niomi</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>NZ European</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Boys</td>
<td>Trevor P.</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Filipino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Steven</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>NZ European</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Colonel Sanders</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>NZ European, Samoan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jonah</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Tongan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jarryd H.</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Tongan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C. Ronaldo</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>NZ European, Māori, Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Girls</td>
<td>Patricia</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Māori, Cook Island Māori</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Elmonster</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Māori</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bubbles</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Māori</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cookie Monster</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>NZ European, Māori, Samoan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sprinkles</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Māori</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Procedure

Recruitment

The make-up of the community needs to be considered when recruiting participants for research (Brod et al., 2009). For instance, a representative community sample could enable exploration of similarities and differences according to SES (Brod et al., 2009). Accordingly, possible response differences of students from differing SES communities in New Zealand could be explored when schools involved in research come from a variety of school deciles. A school’s decile rating (which range from decile 1–10) is based on the percentage of students who are from low SES communities (Ministry of Education, 2017c). For instance, the 10 percent of schools with the highest percentage of students from low SES communities are rated decile 1, and the 10 percent of schools with the lowest percentage of students from low SES communities are rated decile 10 (Ministry of Education, 2017c). However, decile ratings are only an indication of the SES of students’ families, and schools may have students from families of differing SES (Ministry of Education, 2017c).

The principals of 11 secondary schools in the Wellington region (ranging from decile 2-10) were sent an invitation letter, and information sheets and supporting documentation for school principals, students, and parents/caregivers (see Appendices D–N). Two principals agreed to their school’s involvement in the study and returned the signed consent form (see Appendix F). The two participating schools were rated decile 7 (School A) and decile 3 (School B), but the researcher had no knowledge of the SES of the particular families of the students in the study.

Due to time constraints and ease of management, both participating schools requested that they select the students for the study. School A selected a classroom of Year 9 students and asked for volunteers. Fourteen students volunteered. School B selected 18 Year 9 students (including 6 girls who identified as Māori for the focus group that consisted exclusively of Māori students) and asked them directly whether they would like to be involved in the study. Interested students were given an information sheet about the study together with information and supporting documentation for their parents/caregivers (see Appendices D, I-N) so that students and parents/caregivers had the required information about the study. On the advice of the cultural advisor, the researcher offered to hold an information meeting for parents/caregivers at the schools. However, both schools requested that the meeting not be held due to time constraints, and the students were asked by the schools to inform their parents/caregivers accordingly. Parents/caregivers were invited to contact the researcher or her supervisor if they had questions about their child’s involvement in study. Written parent/caregiver consent (see Appendix K) was
Data Collection

Five focus groups were held during September 2014, and all groups were moderated by the researcher. Each focus group (which lasted between 50–55 minutes) was held in a quiet room within the school at a time that was convenient for the school. To manage time effectively, the researcher followed the discussion group timeline (see Appendix O for example).

Before each focus group began, the researcher introduced herself and the assisting postgraduate student, and thanked the students for their participation. The students were offered snacks and a drink to consume during the session, because a friendly welcoming environment may be created when food is provided for discussion groups (Horowitz et al., 2003). The students were given another copy of the Information Sheet for Students (see Appendix I) to remind them about the purpose of the study, and the researcher read out the Discussion Group Ground Rules (see Appendix P), which outlined what was required of the students in the group, why the discussion was being recorded (discussed further below), who would receive a summary report about the study, and emphasised the importance of maintaining confidentiality about what was discussed in the group. The researcher then answered any questions that the students had about the study. All students signed the Student Consent Form (see Appendix L), completed the Student Form (see Appendix M), chose a pseudonym (to ensure student anonymity throughout the study), and wrote the pseudonym on a name tag.

The focus groups were semi-structured and guided by prompts (see Appendix A) that were informed by previous research on adolescent stressors and coping. The prompts ensured that the researcher’s questions were consistent in each group and enabled the researcher to compare group responses. Each group discussion was recorded by a digital camcorder and two digital voice recorders. The camcorder was positioned where it was least conspicuous and at a distance where the images of all participants were recordable. The voice recorders were placed in different
locations on the participants’ table to attempt capture of the entire conversation. The multiple recordings also provided a backup in case of equipment failure. The students were advised that the group discussion would be transcribed by the researcher and that the voice and image recordings (which would be downloaded and stored on the researcher’s password-protected computer and destroyed on completion of the study) would be used to ensure that the comments were matched with the correct student.

At the end of the group discussion, the students were given the Student Additional Comments Form – Optional (see Appendix N) and asked if they would like to write down anything that they did not want to talk about in the group. Alternatively, they could write down the things that caused them the most stress. Twenty-five of the 30 students wrote comments on the form (see Appendix Q for summary of comments). The students were then thanked for taking part in the study, given a $20 Warehouse voucher in appreciation for their time and contribution to the study, and given the Community Support Services List (see Appendix D) in case they became distressed about something that was discussed in the group and wanted to talk to a trained counsellor or support person outside the school environment.

Data Analysis

Transcriptions

The researcher transcribed verbatim the audio recording of each focus group discussion and then compared the transcript with the image recording to ensure that the comments were matched to the correct students. The transcripts were typed into Microsoft Word tables, and progressively modified as outlined below.

Thematic Analysis

Thematic analysis is a flexible analytic method that can be used for “identifying themes and patterns of meaning across a dataset in relation to a research question” (Braun & Clarke, 2013, p. 175). The finalised themes in the present study were derived from the semantic meaning of participants’ accounts (i.e., data-driven), and were generated using the following six phases of thematic analysis outlined by Braun and Clarke (2006):

Phase 1: Familiarisation with Data

Analysts must be extremely familiar with the data when coding in thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2013). The researcher transcribed the audio recordings and checked the transcripts against
the audio and image recordings multiple times to ensure accurate transcription, and she became very familiar with the data.

**Phase 2: Generating Initial Codes**

Each potentially relevant extract in the dataset needs to be given an initial code that is concise, distinct, and can ‘stand alone’ if separated from the dataset (Braun & Clarke, 2006; 2013). Consistent with Braun and Clarke’s (2006) method of data-driven analysis, the researcher systematically worked through the entire dataset and devised codes that reflected the semantic meaning of each potentially relevant extract. Irrelevant extracts were not coded, but potentially relevant extracts were coded once or multiple times according to how many aspects of the research aims they represented. Initially, 237 codes were generated, and were added to the Microsoft Word tables in a column adjacent to the associated extracts. The data was then ‘sorted’ to arrange the codes alphabetically for review and refinement.

Related concepts are easier to identify when codes accurately reflect the data (Massey, 2011), and (as analysts achieve a better understanding of the structure of the data through the coding process) codes need to be modified, merged, divided, or deleted to better reflect the meaning of the data (Braun & Clarke, 2013; Kendal et al., 2011). Accordingly, the researcher revised the initial codes where necessary. For instance, some codes were refined because they were too broad, while others were broadened to incorporate similar concepts and renamed to better represent the meaning of the data.

**Phase 3: Searching for Themes**

A theme, which “has a central organising concept, but will contain lots of different ideas or aspects related to the central organising concept”, needs to reflect something meaningful in the data that addresses the research question (Braun & Clarke, 2013, p. 224). Consequently, coded extracts (i.e., initial codes and associated extracts identified in phase 2) need to be assigned to potential themes and subthemes, and compiled accordingly (Braun & Clarke, 2006). Therefore, the researcher added two further columns to the Microsoft Word tables, and assigned potential themes and subthemes to the coded extracts. The tables were then ‘sorted’ according to ‘theme’ and ‘subtheme’ in preparation for further review and refinement in phase 4. Fourteen themes and 76 subthemes were generated in this phase.

**Phase 4: Reviewing Themes**

This phase involves two steps and addresses the refinement of potential themes identified in phase 3 (Braun & Clarke, 2006). The first step involves the combination or separation of potential themes (where relevant) to ensure that themes are meaningful and distinct (Braun & Clarke,
Accordingly, extracts of data need to be checked to ensure that the data and themes are well-matched (Braun & Clarke, 2006). Themes need to capture the meaning in the data, and if extracts of data do not fit existing themes, themes need to be modified or new themes created (Braun & Clarke, 2006). On reviewing the fit of data extracts with proposed themes, the researcher ascertained that some data extracts were better aligned to alternative themes and were modified accordingly. This reduced the number of themes from 14 (identified in phase 3) to 11.

The second step of this phase involves consideration of themes and subthemes in relation to the entire dataset, and the development of a thematic map that accurately represents the meanings observed in the entire dataset (Braun & Clarke, 2006). This involved reviewing all the themes and subthemes to ensure that they accurately reflected the data, and to ascertain if further coding was required. On checking the fit of the data extracts to the proposed themes and subthemes, the researcher merged a number of subthemes because she felt they were more closely connected than she had first envisaged. This reduced the number of subthemes from 76 (identified in phase 3) to 19.

**Phase 5: Defining and Naming Themes**

This phase involves undertaking a detailed analysis of each theme and its connection to the research questions, and ensuring that the core meaning of each theme is determined and clearly defined (Braun & Clarke, 2006). Themes need to be considered on an individual level and in relation to the other themes, and subthemes may be identified to establish structure and display hierarchy of meaning within the data (Braun & Clarke, 2006). Ultimately, when no further modification to themes and subthemes is required, names for themes and subthemes are developed for the final analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006). As outlined by Braun and Clarke (2006), the researcher analysed each theme and subtheme for core meaning, checked that they were independent of the other themes and subthemes, confirmed that each theme and subtheme was relevant to the research question, and then created names for use in the final analysis.

**Phase 6: Producing the Report**

This phase involves final analysis and writing the report (Braun & Clarke, 2006). To ensure that the report accurately reflected the content of the data, the researcher chose extracts that best capture the meaning of the data. For instance, as well as isolated statements, some extracts represent conversations, to better reflect the consensus (or otherwise) of the students’ statements.
Reflexivity

I am a middle-aged woman of New Zealand European descent and was a stranger to all the students in the present study. I am aware that these characteristics may have influenced the students’ responses, because, for instance, the students may have been reluctant to discuss certain topics, or may have made socially desirable comments because of my stranger-status, age and/or ethnicity.

However, positive comments about the group discussions were made by students from three of the focus groups. For example, one boy at School A and one girl at School B commented that it was “fun”, and one girl at School A said “even though it’s kind of weird that we … talk about all of our problems and stuff to probably like you’re our stranger, but like it was good”. Nevertheless, discussions often waned in the boys’ group at School B, and I felt the boys were unwilling to disclose personal information. This may have been due to power dynamics within the group, because the image recording showed that two boys in the group often glanced uncertainly at, and appeared to be intimidated by, another boy in the group. Also, this was the only group that hid their written comments on the Student Additional Comments Form – Optional (see Appendix N) from the other students in the group. However, the seating arrangement at School B was not ideal, and this may have contributed to the boys’ lack of disclosure. Unlike the circular table used at School A (where we all sat), the table at School B was arc-shaped and (to capture the images of all the students by the digital camcorder) the table where I sat needed to be placed to the side of the students’ table. This distanced me from some of the students, and resulted in a less intimate atmosphere than that created at School A.

Also, some opportunities for relevant discussion may have been missed. Group discussions are affected by the composition of participants, and, for instance, apart from the group that consisted exclusively of Māori girls (where no student dominated and all students appeared to contribute freely), students who were older and/or of New Zealand European ethnicity tended to be the more dominant speakers in the groups. Also, when transcribing the voice recordings, I heard faint discussions about relevant topics that I was not aware of at the time. Additionally, there was limited time for the group discussions, and four of the groups appeared disappointed when the group discussions ended, and they may have had more to contribute.

Furthermore, the research questions used in the present study were based on the literature and findings in previous studies, and additional research questions may have generated further data that addressed the research topic.
CHAPTER FOUR
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

This chapter comprises two sections (i.e., ‘Stressors’ and ‘Coping’). The ‘Stressors’ section begins with the students’ descriptions of stress. Then, stressors that were relevant to the students are presented and discussed in themes (in the same order that they were presented in the literature review). To easily compare stressors and corresponding coping responses, the students’ responses to specific stressors are also presented and discussed in the ‘Stressors’ section, then summarised and discussed further in the ‘Coping’ section.

The ‘Coping’ section presents and discusses the students’ coping responses in themes that mirror the order that adolescent coping styles are presented in the literature review. The students’ coping responses to specific stressors discussed in the ‘Stressors’ section are summarised, and then discussed in conjunction with coping responses that were not associated with specific stressors.

The number of students who discussed specific stressors and coping responses is included, because this may indicate what caused the students the most stress, what stressors and coping responses were relevant to the students, and what they were willing to discuss. Also, differences according to gender, school decile, and culture may be identified (taking into account the higher number of girls and students at School B in the study). Nonetheless, this may not accurately represent the number of students who experienced specific stressors or used specific coping responses, because some stressors and coping responses were not discussed in every group or by all students in each group. However, the Student Additional Comments Form – Optional (see Appendix N) provided an opportunity for students to disclose stressors that they did not want to discuss in the groups.

Adolescent Stressors

Students’ Definitions of Stress

When the students were asked what they thought stress was, their responses included “a build-up of emotions”, when people “express their feelings”, getting “worked up about something”, and when “something ticks you off”. The majority of students referred to psychological effects of stress (i.e., “panic”, “frustration”, “anger”, feeling “irritated”, “worried”, “sad” “uptight”, “pressured”, “confused when something bad has happened”, and when things “annoy you”). Four students referred to physiological effects of stress (i.e., feeling “tired”, “getting overheated”,
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getting “real sweaty palms”, and “getting more pimples”). All of the students said that they had experienced stress.

**School-Related Stressors**

Students from both schools discussed stressors related to transition to secondary school, academic demands, teachers, and peers at their school. However, peer-related stressors extended beyond peers at school, and are discussed in the ‘Peer-Related Stressors’ theme later.

**Transition to Secondary School**

Transition to secondary school was discussed in all groups except the girls’ group at School A. The students discussed the changed school environment and processes, and adjustment to new and larger peer groups.

**School Environment and Processes**

Four boys at School A, and four boys and five girls at School B talked about the changed school environment. Boys at both schools talked about learning the physical layout, adjusting to multiple classrooms and teachers, and how secondary school was “very different” to intermediate school. For example:

Hunter: When I first got here I couldn’t find out where the classes were.

Steven: You change classes, you change teachers.

C. Ronaldo: Yeah you walk into a different class — it’s just weird.

At their previous schools, the students spent the majority of each day in one classroom and had one main teacher and a technology teacher. At secondary school, the students had seven or eight teachers, and attended different classrooms for different subjects. Nevertheless, Sheniqwa-Lee said “once you get used to it, it’s really easy”, and Trevor P. said that it only took “two weeks” to learn the layout of the school. All the boys at School B acknowledged that adjustment to the new school environment and processes did not take long. Similarly, Cleo said that it was not very difficult “cos the people that you met made it easier”. The other girls in the group agreed that the transition was not difficult. The students’ disclosures indicate that transition was a short-term stressor for some students, and it is likely that school processes helped in the students’ transition. For example:
C. Ronaldo: It’s easy cos at the start of the year it’s just Year 9s, and that’s what helps you. Like you get to know the school.

Steven: I thought that was actually really good aye.

Jonah: Yeah, it helps you meet other people.

As advised by the schools, only Year 9 students were present for their first two days at School A, and only Year 9 students were present for their first three days at School B.

The students’ reports that adjustment was “actually quite easy” is inconsistent with Waters et al.’s (2012) findings that transition to secondary school was ‘difficult’ or ‘somewhat difficult’ for 31 percent of students in their Australian study. However, the number of students in the present study was small, and other students at the schools may have experienced more difficulty adjusting to the new school environment and processes. For instance, some of the students in the present study had transitioned from intermediate rather than primary school and had already experienced a school transition. Also, there was approximately eight months between the students starting secondary school and the group discussions, and school processes and routines that worried the students when they began secondary school may have diminished with time. Many concerns that adolescents have when they first begin secondary school tend to lessen by the end of the first school term (Zeedyk et al., 2003), and the students’ responses may have been subject to recall bias. Furthermore, the students in the present study either volunteered or were selected by their school (because the school’s representative thought they would contribute freely to the group discussions), and the students may have been more confident and adjusted more easily than some of the other students at the schools. Alternatively, school transition was one of the first topics discussed with most of the groups, and the students may have felt less comfortable sharing their experiences early in the discussions.

Nevertheless, Jonah, Trevor P., and Cookie Monster expressed disappointment that there were “no playgrounds” at secondary school. The boys did not elaborate on whether this was a stressor, but Cookie Monster’s comment (below) confirms that this caused her to feel stressed.

Researcher: So does anything stress you out? Things that you can’t do, like you might be too young to do something or ...

Cookie Monster: Too old. To play on the playground.

The researcher expected that students may have discussed stress associated with being too young to participate in certain activities, and Cookie Monster’s response was unanticipated. Perhaps Cookie Monster did not want to forego the physical activities that she enjoyed at her previous
school, and would have preferred to be more active during her free time at secondary school. Also, having no playground may indicate to students that they are no longer children and need to assume more mature behaviour. Cookie Monster was one of the youngest students (aged 13 years, 3 months) at the time of data collection, and may not have been ready for this life stage. This would be aligned with Cleo’s comment “I’m a kid so I like to, you know, just play” and Violet’s comment “Have fun while you can ... we’re still growing up”. Nevertheless, one boy wrote on the Student Additional Comments Form – Optional (see Appendix Q for list of comments) that “not being able to do things because I’m too young” caused him stress, and this suggests that he may have been ready to assume more mature roles.

Adjustment to New Peers and Larger Peer Groups

Cheng Lee at School A, and four boys and five girls at School B talked about the need to make friends when they began secondary school. Clair who said “I’m not like a popular person” was proactive and re-kindled a friendship before secondary school began so that she had “at least a couple of friends to talk to”. Other students made friends in various ways. For example:

Cheng Lee: For me it was personally like let’s just stick with my class. Like be friends with them instead of trying to expand them all.

Cleo: It was really difficult, but my sister, she knew most people so she just introduced me to them.

Scarlet: You just become closer with people that you’ve already met ... and then you kind of get different friends.

Cheng Lee’s comment implies that he took responsibility to make friends. Contrastingly, Cleo and Scarlet’s reports suggest that other people helped them to make friends, which is consistent with Ngai et al.’s (2013) argument that adolescents are helped by their friends to make friends outside their peer network.

Some students moved to secondary school with a lot of students that they knew from their previous school. Others did not know many students because they were from small schools or their friends moved to different secondary schools. Clair and Cleo (who only knew a few people) reported that it was “difficult” to make new friends. Nevertheless, with the exception of Clair who disclosed that “eventually, like after the first term ... I got more friends”, the students reported that it was easy or did not take long to make friends. The boys at School B acknowledged that it was easier when they knew one or two people when they started secondary school. As argued by
B. M. Newman et al. (2000), support from peers can reduce the effects of stress, and students who are socially accepted and supported by peers experience a smoother transition than students who feel alienated.

Nevertheless, girls rely more on friends for social support at school, and may experience more stress than boys when their friendship networks are disrupted during transition to secondary school (Lester et al., 2013). Correspondingly, the girls who discussed the need to make friends at secondary school may have placed more importance than the boys on the need to establish friendship networks, and subsequently experienced more stress associated with making friends.

Also, aside from peer friendships, the students’ overall experiences at their previous school may have affected their adjustment to secondary school. For example, Cleo disclosed that “intermediate … was like a family school where everyone knew each other and looked out for each other”, and positive relationships at intermediate may have helped induce feelings of belonging at her new school and helped Cleo’s transition. School connectedness refers to “the extent to which a student feels like he/she belongs at school and feels cared for by the school community”, and school connectedness at primary school is associated with school connectedness at secondary school (Lester et al., 2013, p. 158).

**Academic Demands**

Stress associated with academic workload and high expectations for academic achievement at secondary school was a common theme in all group discussions. The students variously discussed differences between primary/intermediate school and secondary school, homework, tests and exams, and the school curriculum.

**Differences between Primary/Intermediate School and Secondary School**

Bubbles, Patricia, and Sprinkles complained about having “no free time” at secondary school, and all the boys at School A, and seven girls at School B reported that there was “harder work” and “higher expectations” at secondary school. For instance:

- Niomi: At intermediate you don’t really get as pressured.
- Scarlet: I did Year 9 stuff at intermediate. But then I came here and it was still hard.

The students’ comments are consistent with Newman et al.’s (2000) study in the USA, where students reported that homework was harder and academic demands were greater in the 9th grade than in the 8th grade (comparable to New Zealand Years 9 and 8 respectively).
**Homework**

Three boys and three girls at School A, and three boys and four girls at School B talked about stress associated with homework. For instance:

Sheniqwa-Lee complained about “too much homework”, and Steven, Patricia, Bubbles, and Sprinkles talked about stress associated with meeting deadlines. Bubbles also reported that inadequate instructions from teachers contributed to homework-related stress:

Bubbles: They give us assignments that we need to finish in like two weeks and it’s so hard ... if it’s not done it’s our fault, when they don’t give us notice or anything.

Bubbles’s tendency to blame teachers for failing to meet assignment deadlines is similar to disclosures made during face-to-face interviews with 9th grade students in the USA, where students were critical that teachers did not enforce that students needed to complete their homework (B. M. Newman et al., 2000). However, on reflection, some students in Newman et al.’s (2000) study regretted that they had prioritised social life over schoolwork, because they later realised that more commitment to schoolwork was needed to succeed academically. Contrastingly, the students in the present study appeared to be more concerned about the immediate consequences of noncompletion of homework (i.e., negative reactions from teachers and parents).

Some students at School B talked about Homework Club (provided by the school at no cost to the students) where teachers helped students with their homework. Only Cleo and Patricia said that they went to Homework Club. The other students did not disclose why they did not go, and there may have been legitimate reasons why they could not attend. Nevertheless, students at School B who experienced homework-related stress and were able to (but chose not to) attend Homework Club failed to seize an opportunity to alleviate this stressor. Perhaps comments made by Bubbles and Patricia that “free time” was “our time” reflects the view of other students at School B, and they disregarded homework in favour of more pleasurable activities. Assistance with homework was not discussed by the students at School A.

Also, several students talked about stress associated with difficulty completing homework when they had other commitments (discussed in the ‘School/Leisure Conflict and Extracurricular Activities’ theme later).
Tests and Exams

Two boys and four girls at School A, and four boys and seven girls at School B talked about stress associated with tests and exams. For instance:

Cheng Lee: Because of all the different teachers … that is quite a lot if you combine them.

Kakabera: If we fail our test he makes us come back at lunch time.
Safushia Strawberry: And he doesn’t change the grade even when you have to do it again.
Botswana: And you have to re-sit it until you get it right.

Patricia: I worry that I’m not going to pass exams so I can’t get a good job.

Four boys at School B disclosed that “tests” caused them the most stress at school, and the same boys and seven girls at School B variously talked about stress associated with “getting ready for a test”, feeling unprepared for tests, and multiples tests. For instance:

Cleo: Like we’ve had four different tests in one day aye.
Clair: Yeah, that was actually really stressful.

Test-related stress experienced by the students may have been exacerbated by concerns about junior exams that were to be held in the next school term. The students may have experienced pressure from teachers and parents to succeed in these exams, because academic performance largely determines students’ classroom placements in the following academic year. Classroom placement (which determines the difficulty level of school subjects) may ultimately affect students’ futures, because students who achieve at more difficult levels may have better employment prospects when they leave secondary school.

Nevertheless, stress associated with tests may have had positive outcomes. For instance:

Sprinkles: I always worry, but then I always get a good mark. ... I got an A.
Concern about upcoming tests may have motivated Sprinkles to study hard. As argued by Suldo et al. (2009), students may succeed academically when academic stress prompts them to take action.

**School Curriculum**

Stress associated with the school curriculum was discussed by three boys at School A, and two girls at School B. However, Bubbles was the only student who reported considerable stress related to compulsory school subjects:

Bubbles: I hate maths. It stresses me out. ... I try to do it as hard as I can but I can’t cos I’m not very good at it.

Bubbles may have experienced stress solely because she struggled with mathematics. However, Bubbles had previously said “my parents just tell me to do my best”, but also commented that “it’s funny how they say you’ve got to owe me back”. Therefore, the stress she experienced may have been exacerbated because she did not want to disappoint her parents.

The other students complained about the content of the school curriculum. For instance:

Sheniqwa-Lee: Learning about useless stuff you’re pretty much never gonna use in your life and -

W.B.: Like something that happened 100 years ago. Oh, that’s really useful.

Matt: That’s like science and the periodic table. When are you going to need that in everyday life? ... What’s the point in us learning it?

The students’ comments and tone hinted exasperation at having no control over the school curriculum. Irwin (2013) argues that boys tend to be more engaged when they believe schoolwork is relevant to them, and the students who complained about the school curriculum may have been similarly disinterested.

**Teachers**

Students from both schools discussed stress associated with teachers. The students discussed negative interactions with teachers, multiple teachers, teachers’ expectations, and racial discrimination.
Negative Interactions
All the boys and five girls at School A, and one boy and seven girls at School B talked about stress associated with negative interactions they or other students had experienced with teachers. For instance, Steven disclosed that it was “definitely” stressful when teachers “yell” at other students, and students at both schools discussed teachers’ changed attitudes. For instance:

Cheng Lee: The teachers want to know you for the first week, and then after that they just want to throw you away.

Sprinkles: [some teachers] get real grouchy and mean. ... In the start they were like real nice. Now they are —

Elmonster: Unravelling.

Although the students reported that some teachers changed during the academic year, the perceived changes in teachers may be partly due to changes in the students. As Year 9 students become familiar with the school, gain acceptance by peers, and assume more age-related responsibilities at school and home, they may push boundaries and consequently receive negative feedback from teachers.

Four boys at School A, and two girls at School B complained about the disciplinary actions of some teachers. For instance, Patricia expressed annoyance that some teachers “don’t really do anything” when boys misbehaved in their classes, and the boys at School A said that one of their teachers was unfair. For example:

Matt: Even if there’s one person talking he stops the whole class and holds us in.

Cheng Lee: The whole class, and he holds us in for an hour.

Five girls at School A discussed stress associated with the way that they were taught by teachers. For instance:

Kakabera: [Teacher] changed my whole essay … and then she’ll complain about how she changed ours, so it doesn’t really count. … She will mark us low and be like “well you didn’t actually write most of this”.
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Fulishia Frangipani: We’ve been asking him for ages to teach us how to make bread because you have to learn about the chemical process or something. … It’s in our homework book and he wouldn’t teach us it, and I showed by Dad and he’s like “oh I’m gonna email him about it” …

Botswana and Safushia Strawberry discussed how negative experiences with teachers had affected the courses they wanted to take at secondary school. For example:

Safushia Strawberry: I was really looking forward to science this year, but [teacher] kind of ruined that for me because he’s not a very good teacher. … Now I don’t want to do science anymore.

Students have little control at school and (as individuals relate differently to different people) it is likely that students will be taught by some teachers with whom they have negative interactions. However, negative interactions with teachers may have long-term consequences. As indicated above, teachers could potentially influence students in ways that affect their future careers. Nevertheless, three girls and one boy at School A, and six girls and three boys at School B spoke positively about some of their teachers. For instance, Violet said that she got on with “most” of her teachers and Clair said one teacher was “nice and jokes around”.

**Multiple Teachers**

The boys at School A talked about stress associated with multiple teachers. For instance, the boys disclosed that some teachers do not know the students very well, and this negatively affected some students:

W.B.: She’ll think I’m another person and she’ll give them x’s which is ‘not achieved’ but then I have to explain it to her for ages that I’m not that person.

Sheniqwa-Lee: Some teachers know you really well because you get along with them. Other teachers if you clash with them they tend to assume or infer things about you.

However, the boys also discussed advantages of having multiple teachers. For example:
Sheniqwa-Lee: You only have to stand them for an hour.

The boys’ preference to spend limited time with some teachers may have been because they did not have a good rapport with those teachers. Also, some of the boys at School A disclosed that they occasionally skipped classes, and they may have preferred multiple teachers because they would have been monitored more closely if they had the same teacher throughout the day. Nevertheless, regardless of their reasons, the boys’ preference to have multiple teachers counters Newman et al.’s (2000) findings that less time spent with teachers was viewed negatively by some students.

Teachers’ Expectations
Five boys and three girls at School A, and three girls at School B talked about stress associated with teachers’ expectations, and/or lack of support from teachers to meet those expectations. For instance:

Safushia Strawberry: She expects so much from us. She expects a bit like Year 10 level.

Clair: We had one [test] yesterday and then our teacher expects us to know everything tomorrow for another test that we have to do.

Sheniqwa-Lee: You ask them for help, but they ... sort of say no. ... “You’re smart enough to do it yourself. It’s just a challenge. Get over the challenge.”

Hunter: Or when you’re asking for help but they don’t answer you and then they tell you off later on.

Botswana: He wouldn’t explain anything ... and then when you ask what that means, he gets all ranty and goes off at you because you weren’t listening. But it’s just that he didn’t teach you it.

The students’ perceptions that some of their teachers expected too much is consistent with some studies (e.g., B. M. Newman et al., 2000). It is likely that students may become overwhelmed when they perceive that schoolwork is too difficult, and may become disillusioned and lose
interest in their education if subjected to continual academic pressure. Although challenging schoolwork and teachers’ high expectations may convey to students that they can achieve and is associated with academic success, it is particularly important that teachers provide appropriate support to enable students to meet these expectations (Brooks, 2006). Also, teachers play an important role in maintaining student motivation, and students may lose incentive to learn when they believe that teachers are unhelpful, because they may feel that teachers do not care about them (B. M. Newman et al., 2000).

*Racial Discrimination*

Three girls at School B discussed stress associated with a teacher who told inappropriate jokes:

- Clair: They’d be sometimes a little racist. But it’s only joking around.
- Violet: He is racist. We heard his jokes at [sport]. He is racist.
- Clair: Yeah, but sometimes only in a joking way.
- Cleo: But it depends on the colour and the culture that you are.

Cleo’s comment parallels Webber et al.’s (2013) argument that ethnic identity influences the way that individuals interpret the behaviour of others. Consent forms (see Appendix K) completed by the students’ parents before the study show that Cleo identified as Samoan (an ethnic minority group) and Clair identified as NZ European (New Zealand’s ethnic majority group). Subsequently, Cleo may have been more sensitive than Clair to negativity directed at students from ethnic minority groups. According to Webber et al. (2013), “the cultural messages indigenous and minority students receive in school contexts are saturated with psychological disparagement and racist stereotypes” (p. 18). Also, Harris et al. (2006) argue that racial discrimination may be subtle and more difficult to recognise than overt discrimination, and this may explain Clair’s view that the teacher was “joking around”. However, Violet (who also identified as NZ European) insisted that the teacher “is racist”, which suggests that some students from majority groups may be more aware of less obvious discrimination directed at students from minority groups.

*Summary*

One of the three main sources of stress discussed by the students related to school. Also, on the Student Additional Comments Form – Optional (see Appendix N) school-related stressors were some of the main sources of stress reported by girls (see Appendix Q for summary of comments).

All groups except the girls’ group at School A discussed transition to secondary school. There were no patterns of difference in respect of school decile in the students’ reports associated with
the school environment and processes. However, the students at School B reported more stressors associated with adjustment to new peers and larger peer groups. Also, there were gender differences in the students’ reports on transition, as the girls generally discussed interpersonal stressors, while the boys talked more about non-interpersonal stressors.

Students from all groups talked about stress associated with academic demands. However, only boys at School A and girls at School B discussed increased pressure associated with secondary school, and stress associated with the school curriculum. Nevertheless, overall, there were no patterns of difference in respect of gender or school decile in the students’ reports.

Stress associated with teachers was discussed in all groups. However, only one boy at School B talked about teacher-related stress. Contrastingly, the boys at School A disclosed more teacher-related stressors than girls, and students at School A disclosed more teacher-related stressors than students at School B. This may indicate differences according to gender and school decile.

There were no patterns of cultural difference in the students’ reports of transition- and academic-related stressors. However, cultural differences were identified in the reports of students at School B who discussed racial discrimination.

A summary of school-related stressors is shown in Table 3.

**Table 3**

*Summary of School-Related Stressors*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stressor</th>
<th>School A</th>
<th>School B</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Boys</td>
<td>Girls</td>
<td>Boys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Environment/Processes</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Adjustment to Peers</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic demands</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Different School Type</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Homework</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Tests and Exams</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• School Curriculum</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Negative Interactions</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Multiple Teachers</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Teachers’ Expectation</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Racial Discrimination</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Peer-Related Stressors

Peer-related stressors were discussed in all groups. The students variously discussed stress associated with classmates, peer friendships, bullying, peer pressure, and romantic relationships. These stressors overlap to some degree (i.e., students may be bullied by classmates, and friends may exert peer pressure), but they are distinct stressors and are discussed separately below.

Classmates

All the boys and one girl at School A, and four boys and 11 girls at School B reported that some classmates were “irritating”, “annoying” or caused them stress. Also, aside from students of both genders at School B who reported that “girls have a lot of drama”, there were gender differences in reported stressors.

Classmate Stressors Reported by Girls

Fulishia Frangipani (who disclosed that classmates can be a “disruption”) was the only girl at School A who commented negatively about classmates’ behaviour. Contrastingly, all the girls at School B discussed stress associated with classmates, and most of the comments related to boys. For instance:

Violet: They throw stuff around the class and —
Clair: They act like 5-year-olds, and it’s most of the time.

Bubbles: They think they’re cool and they play rap music when we are trying to learn and it’s so annoying.

Also, Rose said that boys “make trouble”, and Patricia said that boys caused “a lot of stress” and were more annoying and irritating than girls in their classes. Girls normally reach puberty before boys (Rew et al., 2012), and the suggestion that boys are “immature” may reflect developmental gender differences. Also, individuals become more attracted to the opposite sex during early adolescence (Heary & Hennessy, 2002), and the boys’ classroom behaviour may reflect an attempt to gain the girls’ attention, as suggested by Cleo’s comment that boys “won’t leave you alone”. However, if the boys were trying to gain the girls’ attention, their behaviour may not have always had the intended effect. For example:

Patricia: They do everything to get under your skin.
Sprinkles: I just want to punch him in the face.
Bubbles: They’ll follow you to annoy you.

Bubbles said that she “walked away” when boys annoyed her, whereas five girls at School B disclosed that they sometimes argued with or confronted boys who annoyed them. For example:

Elmonster: When you get to the point where you yell back at them, they are like “whoa, calm down”.

Scarlet: He has pushed me up the stairs, which I don’t get, so I turn around and push him down the stairs. … He doesn’t hit me anymore.

Furthermore, the boys at School B may have been unaware of what was acceptable to girls, as indicated by the girls’ discussion about boys who “talk about yuk stuff”.

Cleo: There’s this guy who talks about Anime in our classroom.
Clair: Oh that Anime. That sort of Anime.
Researcher: Anime?
Cleo: You should ask him. [Laughter]. Ask him.
Violet: Eww ... That’s horrific. Oh my gosh.

Bubbles: I know, his phone —
Elmonster: Did you see that vid last year? That lady.
Patricia: Yeah, last year. I saw it.
Bubbles: [Boy’s name] said it’s still on there.
Sprinkles: He likes animated things. Bad animated things.

The girls were reluctant to elaborate on the “sort of Anime”, and did not disclose the content of the video clip. However, their disclosures suggest that the topic in both instances was sexual, and such exposure may influence the way that adolescents perceive sexual roles of women and men. As argued by Owens, Behun, Manning, and Reid (2012), the likelihood that adolescents view women as sex objects increases when adolescents are exposed to sexually explicit material.

The girls at School B also discussed the behaviour of some girls in their classes. For instance:
Clair: I’ve not really been friends with most girls … they’re really bitchy and everything, you know. And I can’t get along with them.

Violet: Not most girls. A few girls can be. On rare occasions.

Clair and Violet’s varying comments may reflect how well they were accepted by their peers. Clair may have experienced more negative interactions with “bitchy” girls than some other students, because (as discussed later) Clair disclosed that she had been bullied by students at the school, and this may have influenced the behaviour of others girls in her classes.

The girls also discussed a girl in their classes who they described as “crazy” and “the worst”. For instance:

Bubbles: She’ll try to attack you and stuff.
Patricia: And if you try to ignore her … she’ll keep calling your name until you look. And then she’ll walk up to you —
Sprinkles: She’ll get in your face.

The girls did not elaborate on the type of “attack”, but their comments imply that the “crazy” girl was intimidating. Nevertheless, the girls acknowledged that the “crazy” girl had “family problems”, and the link they made between the “crazy” girl’s home life and her behaviour at school provides an example of spillover (where experiences in one setting affect experiences in another setting) (Flook & Fuligni, 2008).

The girls also discussed girls in their classes who “don’t mind their own business”. For instance:

Bubbles: Sometimes she’ll be listening to something private and she’d tell.
Patricia: She always eavesdrops … it’s annoying.

Their classmate may have been trying to cause problems for the girls, or may have wanted to be included in their friendship group. However, girls tend to prefer close intimate relationships (Hickle & Anthony, 2013), and the girls who expressed annoyance about interference from other girls may have wanted to keep their friendship group small and exclusive.
Classmate Stressors Reported by Boys

Cheng Lee commented about “annoying” classmates (but did not indicate whether this related to girls or boys), and all the boys at School A discussed students who cut themselves. For instance:

Cheng Lee: They cut their collar bones and their legs ... it’s horrible.
Sheniqwa-Lee: Like one chick I saw they unscrewed the blade out of the pencil sharpener … and there’s major veins in there. Look, if you cut one of those veins it’s going to bleed out like crazy.
Matt: That’s what they try and do.
Cheng Lee: What if they don’t?
Hunter: They cut around here where their veins aren’t cos they’re attention-seeking.
Cheng Lee: But they’re actually real deep.
Sheniqwa-Lee: They just do surface cutting.

Hunter: My friend comes out and showed my whole class.
Cheng Lee: He came up and he was pulling off his bandage ...

Although Cheng Lee and Sheniqwa-Lee disagreed about the nature of the injuries (i.e., deep versus surface cuts), all the boys in the group expressed disapproval of peers who cut themselves. Nevertheless, some students who cut themselves did not hide their behaviour. This may be because some adolescents make superficial cuts to fit in with peers, or are influenced by friends to use self-harm to cope with stressful situations (Dimmock et al., 2008; McAndrew & Warne, 2014). The boys also disclosed that a lot of Year 9 students cut themselves, which may parallel the high prevalence of adolescent self-harm reported in some New Zealand studies (e.g., Fleming et al., 2014).

Aligned with Hunter’s disclosure above, when questioned about why they thought students cut themselves, all the boys responded that the students were “attention-seeking”. Also:

Matt: They don’t do it because they are depressed or they don’t do it because they want it because it feels nice, they do it just because they want more friends.

Some adolescents (particularly boys) use self-harm to gain attention, but adolescents may cut to punish themselves or to let others know they are distressed (Dimmock et al., 2008).
Correspondingly, adolescents who believe that peers cut for attention may be unaware of or indifferent to their peers’ distress, and may (through lack of support) unwittingly further their peers’ self-harm behaviours.

The boys at School B discussed stressors associated with girls (but not boys) in their classes. For example:

Jonah: They always joke around.
C. Ronaldo: Especially in class. … The jokes aren’t even funny and they just keep laughing at them.

Steven: They don’t stop talking.

Similar to the possibility that boys are unaware of what is acceptable to girls, girls may be unaware of what is acceptable to boys. Also, because of attraction to the opposite sex the girls may have been trying to gain the boys’ attention.

Trevor P. also talked about stress associated with girls who “want food all the time - they eat our lunch”. Again, this may reflect an attempt to gain the boys’ attention. Alternatively, School B is rated decile 3, and, as reported by Clark et al. (2013), some New Zealand families have insufficient money to buy food.

**Peer Friendships**

Cookie Monster disclosed that “friendships cause stress”, and Cleo said that friends “are sometimes the cause of problems”. Correspondingly, students at both schools variously reported stress associated with arguments with friends, mixed-gender friendships, and breaches of confidentiality.

**Arguments with Friends**

Five boys and two girls at School A, and four boys and eight girls at School B disclosed that they argued with friends. The students did not disclose what they argued about, but five girls at School B said that arguments with friends were “fun arguments”, and most of them said that they did not have many arguments, and that they did not last very long. Exceptions were:

Scarlet: We didn’t talk for a week, which is really hard considering she was in my class.
Clair: We used to get into huge arguments that would last for three months.

Although both instances involved female friends, the girls’ disclosures that some arguments lasted for extended periods is consistent with comments made by the boys at School B that arguments with female friends were different to arguments with male friends. For example:

Trevor P.: If we [boys] argue it’s like only one hour and then we’re all good.
Jonah: Girls take longer.
C. Ronaldo: They will still hate you for ages.
Trevor P.: Yeah until you say sorry or something like that. They’re just like “get away from me”. You just don’t want to talk to them cos —
Colonel Sanders: Cos they take it to heart.

Girls’ friendships are more intimate than boys’ friendships (Sontag & Graber, 2010), and girls place more importance on maintaining positive relationships with peers than boys (Abaied & Rudolph, 2010). Consequently, girls may take arguments with friends more seriously, and experience more distress than boys following arguments with friends. Also, Cleo said “if I know if I say one thing and he will get upset about it, I wouldn’t say it”, and concern about compromising friendships may have also been why she avoided arguments with friends who were boys.

Two girls at School A said that they preferred to deal directly with problems they had with friends “unless it was really bad” “so that we don’t have a massive disagreement for like a month until we sort it out”. Five boys at School A also disclosed that they “sorted” arguments with friends most of the time. However, no girls at School B said they sorted arguments or problems with friends, and Sheniqwa-Lee, Scarlet, and four boys at School B said that they would rather leave an argument with a friend than discuss the problem. For example:

Scarlet: We just kinda go our separate ways and then half an hour later I would probably ring up and be “so do you want to hang out or something?”

Trevor P.: Sometimes we walk away and then we come back laughing.
Jonah: Yeah. If we talk about it, it’s kinda awkward.

While the boys disclosed that they sometimes used humour following disagreements with male friends, none of the girls reported similar behaviour. This may support Moljord et al.’s (2011) argument that boys use humour more than girls to deal with stress. However, Jonah’s disclosure about awkwardness associated with talking about problems with friends mirrors comments made by some girls in the present study (discussed in the Technology theme later), and may explain Scarlet’s response after arguments with friends. The students who avoided arguments may have wanted to avoid confrontation and negative appraisal by friends. Nevertheless, the students may have lost opportunities where they could have reached satisfactory resolutions.

**Mixed-Gender Friendships**

In addition to arguments, girls at School B talked about positive and negative aspects of mixed-gender friendships. For example, Cleo and Clair disclosed that they had “more guy friends” than female friends. Clair may have preferred male friends because she could not get along with “bitchy” girls, while Cleo was “not allowed” a boyfriend, and having male friends may have enabled her to have close relationships with boys. Positive comments about their male friends included:

- **Cleo:** They are real easy to talk to. They make you laugh heaps because it’s what they say.
- **Rose:** They’re more fun.

Nevertheless, the girls made some negative comments about their male friends. For example:

- **Clair:** They’re real stressful. They talk about such inappropriate stuff. It’s no joke.
- **Violet:** That’s why I don’t hang out with you guys anymore. You talk about disgusting stuff.

This illustrates that, in addition to classmates who talked about “yuk stuff”, boys talked to their female friends about subjects the girls found offensive. This may have caused the girls considerable stress, because they may have felt that they needed to accept the boys’ improprieties or compromise their friendships.
Breaches of Confidentiality

Three girls at School A and four girls at School B talked about stress associated with friends who breached confidentiality, and all instances related to female friends. For example:

Safushia Strawberry: When the friend makes it everybody else’s problem ... that just makes it bigger and a bigger problem.

Sprinkles: Some, they tell. They say that they won’t tell anyone —
Patricia: But they do.
Sprinkles: Like the person you think you trust the most —

The girls indicated that they felt betrayed by friends who breached confidentiality. However, adolescents tend to increasingly seek support from peers (Waters et al., 2012), and the friends who breached confidentiality may have been seeking support from their friends. Alternatively, adolescent relationships may be volatile (Ngai et al., 2013), and the girls who breached confidentiality may have been trying to cause problems for their friends or form alliances with others.

None of the boys broached this topic, perhaps because they did not share personal information with their friends. Alternatively, personal information disclosed by boys to male friends may have remained confidential. As found in a New Zealand study with boys (aged 12–18 years), trust and loyalty were the most valued qualities in adolescent boys’ friendships (Irwin, 2013).

Bullying

Bullying was discussed in all groups. The students variously discussed being bullied, types and prevalence of bullying, and whether students disclosed to others that they had been bullied.

Students’ Experiences of Bullying

Four students disclosed that they had been bullied. Violet and Cheng Lee said that they had been bullied at intermediate school, while Sora and Clair disclosed that they had been bullied at secondary school. Violet did not elaborate, but Cheng Lee and Sora said that they had been bullied online (discussed in the ‘Technology’ theme later), and Clair said that she had experienced face-to-face verbal bullying. However, other students may have been bullied. For instance, Sprinkles said “sometimes you end up friends with that person”, and may have been bullied but did not want to share her experience with the group. Also, adolescents may make socially desirable responses when sensitive subjects are discussed in groups (Norris et al., 2012), and boys may be unwilling to talk about their weaknesses (Huan et al., 2008).
Clair elaborated on her experiences of bullying:

Clair: It’s because my sister is popular and they think she’s a slut. ...
They call me — they bully me quite a lot.

Clair has provided an example of verbal teasing, which Coggan et al. (2003) report was the most common form of bullying disclosed by Year 9-13 secondary school students in New Zealand. However, Clair did not disclose what the bullies called her, and may have omitted some details to avoid further humiliation. Adolescents who are bullied often feel insecure and ashamed (deLara, 2012), and participants in group discussions may not disclose some personal information for fear of repercussions (Hollander, 2004).

Clair said that she would “always try and get through it ... like it’s not actually true”, but did not elaborate on how she coped with bullying that was directed at her. However, Clair had previously said “I don’t work well with other people, mostly because of my social abilities, because I’m quite shy when I meet new people”, and Clair’s shyness may have hampered her ability to interact positively with peers. Adolescents are less likely to experience social exclusion when they have supportive peer friendships (Ngai et al., 2013), and students who do not have well-developed relationships with peers are more likely to be bullied (Waters et al., 2012).

Clair also talked about stress that she experienced because her sister “gets bullied [online] by this girl here at school”.

Clair: She keeps threatening my sister so I am just like “can you stop it, you’re not achieving anything”.

Although verbal retaliation may effectively end bullying (Frisén, Hasselblad, & Holmqvist, 2012), Clair’s attempts were unsuccessful. It is not known whether the girl who bullied Clair’s sister also bullied Clair, but regardless, Clair’s efforts to stop her sister being bullied may have been ineffective because Clair also experienced ongoing bullying.

Prevalence of Bullying
Three boys at School A, and three boys and seven girls at School B acknowledged that “there are people who will bully you”, and that bullying “occasionally” occurred at their schools. The boys at School A said that bullying is “not so bad any more” because of a “strict” teacher, and several students at School B said that some of the bullying is sorted out by the school. However, the students’ reports that bullying “occasionally” occurred at their school, is inconsistent with some
studies (e.g., Kljakovic et al., 2015), where New Zealand secondary schools had high rates of bullying.

Nevertheless, bullying may have occurred more frequently than the students reported, because two girls wrote on the Student Additional Comments Form – Optional (see Appendix Q for summary of comments) that “bullying” and “when friends get bullied” were among the things that caused them the most stress. Furthermore, both groups of girls at School B discussed bullying at length, which suggests that bullying may have been more prevalent at their school than they disclosed.

**Disclosure of Bullying at School**

The students at School A did not discuss who students sought or received support from when they were bullied. At School B, Colonel Sanders and C. Ronaldo said that students could go to the school counsellor, and Bubbles said that teachers deal with bullying “if we tell them”. Contrastingly, Patricia said “most people don’t tell” the teachers, and Elmonster said “you get told off for dealing with it yourselves sometimes”. The reasons why students did not tell teachers about bullying were:

- **Cookie Monster:** Too afraid, or something.
- **Bubbles:** You think that you can deal with it yourself.
- **Researcher:** Would it make it worse for you if you went to your teachers?
- **Sprinkles:** Yes it does.
- **Bubbles:** Cos they make a big deal out of something small, I think.
- **Sprinkles:** If it’s getting called a name and you go tell, they make a big deal out of it at assembly and stuff.
- **Patricia:** And then that person would just want to bully you more. So that’s why we deal with it ourselves.

The girls’ disclosures that teachers overreact to bullying is consistent with de Lara’s (2012) argument that students may not disclose incidents for fear of excessive adult intervention. Also, Patricia’s comment is consistent with Frisén et al.’s (2012) argument that the frequency of bullying may remain the same or worsen when staff intervene. Alternatively, students may not want to disclose bullying to adults, because they may feel that adults will not take them seriously, or they do not want to be viewed weak or needy by peers (deLara, 2012). Nonetheless, Frisén et al. (2012) found that intervention from staff was the most effective way to stop bullying. Bubbles and Sprinkles also indicated that students would not seek support from friends when they were
bullied, and this may be because they feel ashamed, or, again, because they do not want to appear weak (deLara, 2012).

Nevertheless, the students’ disclosures about the ways students at School B deal with bullying contradict Frisén et al.’s (2012) findings that most boys dealt with bullying themselves, and that most girls sought help from friends or adults. However, students are more likely to seek support from adults when bullying is physical (deLara, 2012), and boys may experience more physical bullying than girls.

**Peer Pressure**

Four boys and 13 girls discussed stress associated with peer pressure. They variously discussed pressure associated with fashions and body image, sexual experiences, substance use, and romantic relationships (discussed in the ‘Romantic Relationships’ subtheme later).

**Fashions and Body Image**

Danni at School A said that she worried about wearing the right “styles”, and all the girls at School B acknowledged that there was pressure for girls to wear the latest fashions. For instance:

Scarlet:  
When someone else walks in wearing what they want, everyone judges them because they are not wearing the same styles as everyone else.

Girls at School B also reported that girls “get judged too much”, and are judged differently by boys and girls. For instance:

Clair:  
Whatever you look like, you are always going to be judged. If you ... usually wear shorts and crop top ... guys are gonna think that you are the most beautiful girl in the world but then girls are going to think that you are a total slut. ... But then when you’ve covered yourself completely guys will say “Oh that girl, she’s ugly”.

Cleo:  
Too modest.

Scarlet and Violet disclosed that they “hate” the new styles. Similar comments were made by other girls in the group. For example:
Clair: I don’t want the newest clothing coming in - it’s like the shortest stuff that you’ve ever seen in your life.

Niomi: Like shorts that are like undies.

Clair: There’s crop tops that are smaller than bras and everything. Yeah, and I’m just like whoa.

The girls may have chosen not to wear certain styles because they did not want to be labelled “slutty”. Alternatively, the girls may have felt awkward or embarrassed about their developing bodies. For example:

Clair: I don’t want to wear shorty shorts for everyone to see.

Violet: There are lots of girls who are very self-conscious.

Puberty typically occurs earlier for girls (Ybarra & Mitchell, 2005), and some adolescent girls may feel self-conscious about their maturing bodies (deLara, 2012). Correspondingly, the girls who were self-conscious may have been adjusting psychologically to the physiological changes that take place during adolescence.

Rose (who identified as Chinese) talked about differences in cultural norms:

Rose: Sometimes I’m not allowed to do stuff because it’s the tradition. ... I’m not allowed to wear white stuff in my hair. Like white clips or white hair ties. It means someone passed away or died. Yeah, it’s kind of weird.

Although Rose did not express distress about this Chinese tradition, and some girls reported that they “hate” or “don’t want” the latest fashions, peer approval is important during adolescence (Norris et al., 2012), and some adolescent girls may want to gain or maintain peer approval by wearing the “right styles”. Girls are generally more concerned than boys that peers approve of their appearance (Camara et al., 2014), and adolescent girls may experience considerable stress if they want to wear styles that are considered fashionable to their peers but are unacceptable to their parents. Nevertheless, regardless of pressure to wear the latest fashions, five girls at School B disclosed that they “don’t even care” about styles and wore clothes they felt “comfortable in”.
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When asked specifically whether there was anything about themselves that worried them, Sarah, Fulishia Frangipani, and Safushia Strawberry talked about “pimples” and the need to “wear make-up” to “hide” blemishes, Scarlet and Rose said that they were self-conscious about their height, Niomi said that she worried about her weight, and Violet said that she was self-conscious about her height, weight, and the whiteness of her skin. However, the girls acknowledged that they were not overly concerned about their bodies.

Nevertheless, body image dissatisfaction was indicated by Clair’s comments:

   Clair: My sister ... she’s blond hair and she’s skinny and thin and athletic you know, and then I’m opposite.

   Clair: I can’t wear them [clothing styles] because they make me look even fatter.

Stress associated with fashions was not discussed by boys. Similarly, no boys reported body image dissatisfaction, which is aligned with previous studies (e.g., Murray et al., 2011), where girls reported more body image dissatisfaction than boys.

**Sexual Experiences**

Peer pressure related to sexual experiences was discussed by the boys at School A. For instance:

   Sheniqwa-Lee: Apparently now it isn’t normal to have your virginity when you are 14. ... most chicks at 14 have lost their virginity and I was amazed at that, and then they judge you.

The boys did not elaborate on the judgments made by peers. However, they sounded disapproving when they talked about adolescent girls who were sexually active, and the “Year 10 at this school who is pregnant”. The boys’ discussion suggests that adolescents were judged negatively if they were not sexually experienced, but also indicated that girls who were sexually active were stigmatised. This would be aligned with Ott and Pfeiffer’s (2009) findings that boys achieved higher social status when they were sexually active, whereas girls were pressured to have sex, but also stigmatised if they were sexually active.

**Substance Use**

Two boys and one girl at School A talked about stress associated with peer pressure to smoke. For instance:
Cheng Lee: There’s this bunch of groups ... [and they’re] like “hey bro, want a puff”. And then you’re like “nuh”.

Sheniqwa-Lee: Heaps of people at our school ... it’s just stupid because they think it’s cool to smoke and do drugs and stuff like that.

Kakabera: Like my friends, some of them smoke and they kind of pressure me into it.

The different responses to peer pressure to smoke may reflect the type of relationship that the students had with the peers who pressured them to smoke. For instance, Cheng Lee may have countered pressure because the peers were not his friends, while Kakabera may have succumbed to pressure because the peers were her friends. Adolescent friends can gain power over each other, because of the importance they attach to friendships (Ngai et al., 2013), and strong peer friendships can sometimes have a negative effect on behaviour (Viner et al., 2012). Social networks strongly influence whether adolescents begin smoking, and there is a higher chance that adolescents will smoke if their close friends smoke (Huisman & Bruggeman, 2012; Kelly et al., 2011). Nevertheless, adolescent boys from secondary schools in New Zealand have reported that close male friends did not pressure them to do things that they did not wish to do (Irwin, 2013), and adolescent girls may experience more peer pressure from close female friends. Also, Kakabera’s friends who smoked may have been girls, and adolescent girls who feel discontented with their bodies may smoke to control their weight (Friedrich et al., 2010).

The above extracts reveal that students were pressured in various ways to begin smoking, and these pressures are similar to those reported by students (aged 18–23 years) in the USA (Hayes & Plowfield, 2007). Although older than the students in the present study, three of the four most frequent reasons to begin smoking reported in Hayes and Plowfield’s (2007) study were raised in the present study (i.e., “friends, peer pressure, … and the ‘need to be cool’”) (p. 114). This indicates that similar pressures to begin smoking may be experienced throughout adolescence and early adulthood.

**Romantic Relationships**

Sprinkles and Danni were the only students who disclosed that they were romantically involved. Sprinkles did not elaborate, but Danni said that it was “kind of” stressful having a boyfriend because “you argue a lot”. This is aligned with de Anda et al.’s (2000) findings that 33 percent of students (aged 15–18 years) from Los Angeles disagreed or argued with their romantic partners.
Two boys and four girls at School B disclosed why they did not have a romantic partner:

Cleo: My religion won’t allow. … Too young.
Violet: I don’t have time for boyfriends. Like I’m too busy.
Clair: I would not have enough time … because of family.
Niomi: School.
Clair: School, homework, cooking dinner for my sister. … I’ve just got way too much on my hand.

Jonah: School first.
Trevor P.: Yeah school first before. I don’t want to get one till I finish university.

Although Niomi and Clair disclosed that school factored into why they were not romantically involved, the overall gender differences in responses (i.e., time constraints versus education) may reflect gender role stereotyping, which begins to emerge in adolescence (Viner et al., 2012). For instance, girls may be expected to undertake more family roles (as indicated by Clair), while boys may be expected to succeed vocationally, so they can financially support their future families.

No students at School B reported that they experienced pressure to have a romantic partner. However, Cheng Lee said that he was “sort of” pressured to get a girlfriend, all the girls at School A acknowledged that there was pressure, and Botswana disclosed that “there’s pressure that you go for the right boyfriend”. For instance:

Botswana: My friends would be like “no you shouldn’t like him, he’s not good enough” and it’s like arrgh. But I like him —

When asked whether they would go out with a boy who their friends did not like, the girls’ responded:

Sora: Usually it kind of ends out that you say yes and then your friends tell you to say no. So you end up breaking up —
Safushia Strawberry: Yeah, normally friends know best.

Peer acceptance is important (Sancho & Cline, 2012) and pressure to be involved with someone acceptable to friends is consistent with previous research (e.g., B. M. Newman et al., 2000).
Correspondingly, the girls may have succumbed to pressure from their friends because they were afraid that they would lose peer acceptance and support.

Kakabera also disclosed that it was difficult when “all your friends have boyfriends and then you don’t”. Safushia Strawberry agreed, and said “you feel left out”. Relationships with close friends can be compromised when adolescents are involved in romantic relationships, because of the time that individuals devote to their romantic partners (Persike & Seiffge-Krenke, 2012). Contrastingly, when Elmonster talked about a friend’s new romantic relationship, she said “I want to mock him so bad” and “the next day we start calling him boy hot”. It is likely that this would have been stressful and embarrassing for their friend and her new boyfriend, and potential ridicule may be why four girls at School B said that they did not tell their friends, or only told their closest friends, if they liked someone. Adolescents may be jealous of their friends’ romantic relationships (Seiffge-Krenke, 2011), and perhaps the girls ridiculed their friend and new romantic partner to block the relationship, to prevent time lost with their friend and preserve their own relationship.

**Summary**

Another of the three main sources of stress discussed by the students related to peers. Also, on the Student Additional Comments Form – Optional (see Appendix N), peer-related stressors were some of the main sources of stress reported by girls (see Appendix Q for summary of comments).

Students in all groups talked about stress associated with classmates. One girl at School A talked about disruptive classmates, and the boys at School A talked about classmates who cut themselves. Contrastingly, students at School B talked about immature, interfering, nasty, and aggressive classmates. This may indicate differences according to school decile. Also, at School B, girls reported classmate stressors associated with boys and girls, while boys only reported stressors associated with girls. This may indicate a difference according to gender. There were no patterns of cultural difference in the students’ reports of classmate-related stressors.

Students from all groups discussed stress associated with arguments with friends. Overall, there were no patterns of difference in respect of school decile or culture in the students’ reports. However, the girls’ disclosures indicated that they experienced more stress associated with arguments with friends than boys.

Two girls at School B talked about stress associated with mixed-gender friendships. As discussion was limited to two girls, it is not possible to identify differences according to gender, school decile, or culture.
Girls from both schools talked about friends’ breaches of confidentiality, and this may indicate a difference according to gender. However, there were no patterns of difference according to school decile or culture in the girls’ disclosures.

Bullying was discussed in all groups except the girls’ group at School A. However, only four students disclosed that they had been bullied, and only one student elaborated on her experience at secondary school. Therefore, it is not possible to identify patterns of difference according to gender, school decile, or culture for bullying-related stress.

Peer pressure was discussed by the boys at School A and girls at both schools. Pressure to be sexually active, and pressure to smoke were only discussed by a few students, and it is not possible to identify patterns of difference according to gender, school decile, or culture for these stressors. However, the girls’ discussions on fashions and body image may have identified stressors that were not relevant to the boys in the study. Nevertheless, only one girl at School A talked about fashion and three girls at School A talked about body image, and it is not possible to identify patterns of difference according to school decile for these stressors. However, cultural norms associated with fashion have been identified as a potential source of stress for some adolescent girls.

Romantic relationships were discussed in all groups, but stress associated with romantic relationships was only reported by one boy and the girls at School A, which may indicate differences according to gender and school decile. However, there were no patterns of difference in respect of culture in the students’ disclosures.

A summary of peer-related stressors is shown in Table 4.
Table 4

Summary of Peer-Related Stressors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stressor</th>
<th>School A Boys</th>
<th>School A Girls</th>
<th>School B Boys</th>
<th>School B Girls</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n=6</td>
<td>n=7</td>
<td>n=6</td>
<td>n=11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classmate stressors</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer Friendships</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Arguments with Friends</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Mixed-Gender Friendships</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Breaches of Confidentiality</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bullying</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer Pressure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Fashions and body image</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Sexual Experiences</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Substance Use</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romantic Relationships</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Family-Related Stressors

Family-related stressors were discussed by all groups. The students variously talked about stress associated with family structure, arguments with family members, family demands and expectations, nondisclosure to parents, and grandparents.

Family Structure

Some students lived with both biological parents, while others lived in single-parent households, with stepfamilies, or shared their time equally between separated parents. Students lived with siblings and/or step-siblings, or were only-children. Also, some students had regular contact with their grandparents, while others rarely or never saw them. Correspondingly, some students reported challenges that were unique to their family structure.

Two-Parent Households

Nine boys and seven girls indicated that they lived in two-parent households. The only stressor reported by the students that was specific to two-parent households was:

C. Ronaldo: They win, but it’s their house.
Jonah: Yeah, two against one.

Single-Parent Households

Three girls indicated that they lived in a single-parent household, but Clair was the only student who talked specifically about this. She spent half of her time with each parent, and was
responsible for some roles in each household. Clair prioritised her family responsibilities over other commitments (e.g., homework), and this may have generated additional pressure. As argued by Beausang et al. (2012), some adolescents who live in single-parent households need to undertake more household roles and assume more responsibilities than adolescents who live in households with more than one adult, especially when sole parents are employed.

**Separated Parents**

Ten girls and three boys disclosed that their parents were separated or divorced. Seven girls and two boys lived with their mothers, one girl and one boy lived with their fathers, and two girls spent “50/50” of their time with each parent.

Seven students said that they regularly saw their noncustodial parent, whereas four students said they never or rarely saw their noncustodial parent. Matt disclosed that it was “quite hard kinda”, because his father lived in another country. Contrastingly, Sora disclosed that her father was “not even allowed near us” but said that she saw him regardless. Consequently, Sora may have experienced stress associated with possible repercussions of contacting him. Less access to noncustodial parents (usually fathers) is common when parents separate (Wolchik, Schenck, & Sandler, 2009), and it may be stressful for young people when they lose daily contact with their noncustodial parent (Beausang et al., 2012).

Botswana talked about the inconvenience of moving between households:

Botswana: It’s really stressful when you have ... half your clothes at Mum’s and half your clothes at Dad’s. ... Sometimes you forget stuff and Mum doesn’t want to drive back to Dad’s.

Adolescent stress associated with transferring belongings between households has been identified in previous studies (e.g., Beausang et al., 2012). Also, adolescents who frequently spend time with each parent need to regularly transition between households, which may involve ongoing adjustment to different family types, and can be a source of stress for some adolescents (Beausang et al., 2012). Although this was not discussed in the present study, perhaps this was an additional source of stress for some of the students.

Three girls talked about conflict between their separated parents. For example, Kakabera talked about financial contention between her parents, and Clair said that “it is sort of hard for me to try and make them communicate properly”. Conflict between separated parents is one of the most harmful aspects of parental separation experienced by children (Wolchik et al., 2009), and perhaps
conflict between separated parents has a greater impact on adolescents when they have regular contact with each parent. Correspondingly, this may have factored into Clair’s efforts to improve the relationship between her parents.

Most of the girls at School A with separated parents talked about why their parents were no longer together. It seemed important to them to understand why, but this may have contributed to negative views of their noncustodial parents, as indicated by Safushia Strawberry who said “my Dad isn’t really a nice person”. However, not knowing why their parents had separated may have also contributed to negative views of noncustodial parents. For instance:

Kakabera: I was like to her “you care more about your boyfriend than you care about me” and then I just started saying “why would you move away with your boyfriend when you have children in Wellington”.

Perhaps parents do not tell adolescents why they separated because they do not want to upset them. However, not knowing may be equally stressful. As revealed in Beausang et al.’s (2012) study with young people aged 10 and 11 years in Britain, most of the participants were not fully aware of the details of their parents’ separation, and this may be similar for adolescents in New Zealand.

**Stepfamilies**

Three students indicated that they had step-families and talked about stress associated with their family structure. Kakabera said her stepfather and brother “don’t get along at all”. Sarah said that she did not like the people that her father lived with (assumed to be her stepfamily), and Matt said that he did not like his stepfamily “in general” because “they don’t know how to think properly”. Stepfamilies and blended families can be complex (Beausang et al., 2012), and perhaps the negativity expressed by Sarah and Matt was because they had not adjusted to their family situations. Alternatively, they may have wanted their biological parents to be together, and this may have contributed to negative thoughts and interactions with their stepfamilies.

**siblings**

All of the students disclosed that they had siblings or step-siblings, but some siblings did not live in the same household as the students.
Aside from stress associated with arguments with siblings, and siblings’ demands and expectations (discussed below), Danni at School A and five girls at School B talked about stressors associated with their brothers and/or sisters:

Danni: I never really used to spend time with my Dad ... because my [older] sister would be there and lots of dramas would happen.

Scarlet: It was Halloween. I couldn’t go with them [friends] because I had to go with my [younger] sister and they didn’t want to go with my sister. So I got really grumpy and I swore a few times.

Niomi: And she called me a bitch and all that.

Patricia: They [younger brothers] like to get cheeky.

Bubbles: And then you get told off for telling them off. … Cos they’re little kids and you should know better.

Danni and Scarlet’s disclosures demonstrate how adolescents can experience stress when siblings interfere and cause conflict in relationships with family and friends. Contrastingly, Patricia and Bubbles’s disclosures suggest impatience with their younger siblings’ immaturity. As argued by Waite, Shanahan, Calkins, Keane, and O’Brien (2011), the degree of closeness between siblings may decline during adolescence.

Also, Cleo reported that it can be stressful being in a big family. Cleo was the youngest girl in her family and may have had less control than her older siblings.

**Only-Children**

Fulishia Frangipani and Safushia Strawberry talked about stressors associated with being only-children:

Fulishia Frangipani: You have to do all the chores by yourself.

Safushia Strawberry: A lot of people … think that I’m spoilt. … You’re anything but spoilt.
Fulishia Frangipani: I don’t like being an only-child. It’s lonely.

Safushia Strawberry: You go to text a friend or something that has got some siblings and stuff and then they won’t answer because they’ve got other stuff to do, and it’s like, well I don’t have anything to do.

Fulishia Frangipani’s disclosure about “chores” illustrates how only-children may have more responsibilities and different stressors than adolescents who lived with siblings. Contrastingly, adolescents want to be viewed positively by others (Seiffge-Krenke, 2011), and stress experienced by Safushia Strawberry when peers said that she was “spoilt” may have been because they made negative assumptions about her. Furthermore, Safushia Strawberry’s disclosure about loneliness is consistent with Besevegis and Galanaki’s (2010) argument that individuals may experience stress when they are alone, because they may feel isolated from others. Loneliness may be experienced more often by adolescents and young adults than other age groups (Salimi & Bozorgpour, 2012), and perhaps adolescents’ reliance on friendship networks contributes to feelings of loneliness when adolescents are isolated from their friends.

Arguments

Eight boys and 15 girls reported that they argued with their family. Some students talked about arguments with parents and/or siblings, while other students did not disclose which family members they argued with.

Girls at School B acknowledged that it was harder when they argued with family than when they argued with friends. For instance:

Cleo: You’re much more tighter than friends … and you depend on them more.

This is consistent with Teitelman et al.’s (2010) argument that conflicts with family may be particularly stressful for adolescents because they often rely on family for support. Also, negative interactions with family can be particularly stressful for girls (Flook & Fuligni, 2008), perhaps because of the importance that girls place on interpersonal relationships.

Arguments with parents

Two boys and five girls at School A, and two boys and five girls at School B disclosed that they argued with their parents. For instance:

Kakabera: I have a massive rage at my Mum when we fight.
Safushia Strawberry: I normally just kind of back-chat and then I’ll sit in my room for a while and then I’ll go and apologise.

Two students said that they sought family support when they argued with their parents. For example:

Colonel Sanders: I just go to my other parent’s house.

Botswana: I was crying and real upset [after an argument with her mother] and I just rang my Dad and he came and picked me up.

Botswana’s disclosure is consistent with Seiffge-Krenke et al.’s (2009) findings that arguments with parents are associated with high level of adolescent stress.

Four boys at School B said that they would “let it slide” if they had an argument or problem with their parents, and this may be aligned with C. Ronaldo’s comment “they win, but it’s their house”. Similarly, Botswana disclosed that she did not prolong arguments with her mother:

Botswana: I agree with my Mum … because then she shuts up. … Sometimes I get real defensive and then Mum goes on … and then I’ll just sit down and it’s like “OK, OK”

Five boys and three girls at School B said that they were not able to negotiate with their parents and/or that parents “always win”. These disclosures reflect the unbalanced relationship between parents and their children, where parents have more power (Seiffge-Krenke, 2011). However, Safushia Strawberry and five boys at School A said that they sorted out arguments with their parents “most of the time”, and Safushia Strawberry and Colonel Sanders indicated that they were sometimes able to negotiate with one or both of their parents. Safushia Strawberry was an only child who lived in a single-parent household, and she may have had a more egalitarian parent/child relationship with her mother than some of the other students, because individuals from smaller families may rely on each other more than individuals from larger families.

Hunter said that he argued with his parents to “have my own word”, which is consistent with Seiffge-Krenke et al.’s (2013) argument that adolescents try to create more egalitarian relationships with parents. However, adolescents’ desire for more balanced relationships with parents counters their reliance on parents for some of their needs (e.g., financial support) and this...
may be stressful for some adolescents. For instance, most of the boys at School B expressed frustration associated with reliance on their parents. For example:

C. Ronaldo: They’re taking too long and I’m trying to tell my Dad to hurry up. ... It’s just annoying.

Cheng Lee and Cookie Monster disclosed that they did not argue with their parents. Cookie Monster did not disclose why, but Cheng Lee elaborated:

Cheng Lee: Where I was born and raised [South Africa] you can’t show any disrespect at all.

Cheng Lee’s disclosure illustrates how behaviour that is deemed culturally appropriate may influence the coping styles used to deal with stressful situations (Persike & Seiffge-Krenke, 2012).

**Arguments with siblings**

Three boys and three girls at School B disclosed that they argued with their siblings. For instance:

Cleo: Me and my sister fight a lot. ... I’m not allowed to hit her either because she’s older than us. I just go to my room and I just play music or I just watch TV.

Steven: If I bought a bag of lollies at the dairy and my [older] brother wants some I just say “no - like I bought this with my own money, not yours”.

The students who elaborated on arguments that they had with their siblings generally referred to arguments with older siblings or siblings of a similar age. Again, this may reflect the students’ attempts to have more egalitarian relationships with family members.

**Demands and expectations**

Students from both schools reported stress associated with family demands and expectations.

All the boys at School A, and four girls at School B acknowledged that their parents often wanted them to do things that they did not want to do. For instance:
Sheniqwa-Lee: Maybe you want to go out and hang with your friends but your dad’s like “nah, you’ve got to do chores before you do that”... and you’re late or you can’t even do what you wanted to do.

Elmonster: They’re like “you do it now happy or you’ll do it now angry”.
Patricia: They have the last say.

When questioned about how they responded when they could not do what they wanted Sheniqwa-Lee said “you get angry and then you give them the silent treatment”. The other boys at School A agreed that they generally get angry, and their response may reflect frustration with the unbalanced relationship between adolescents and their parents.

All the boys at School A, and six boys and eight girls at School B said that they experienced pressure from their parents to achieve at school. For instance:

Sheniqwa-Lee: My Dad ... he gets real angry at me when I muck around.

Elmonster: They over-estimate me because of my brother and sister. Like I’m not that smart.

Scarlet: My Dad expects me ... to achieve and I have to stay in the top class the whole five years I’m here. ... I know that I’m not going to be able to do that.

Clair: He [father] doesn’t want me to end up like him because … he didn’t go to college so he didn’t get more of an opportunity to go do any other job like he wanted to do.

The students’ disclosures that they experienced pressure from their parents to achieve at secondary school is consistent with other studies (e.g., Seiffge-Krenke et al., 2009). Nevertheless, Ngai et al. (2013) report that adolescent academic success is associated with parents’ high academic expectations.
Elmonster, Sprinkles, and Cleo also talked about stress associated with their family’s expectations. For instance:

**Elmonster:** They’re like “you’re an adult — you should know how to do it and be independent”. But when you do it, they’re like “what are you doing, you’re a little kid”. Duh, let me do it.

**Cleo:** My sister’s, she’s turning 16. ... She always tells me to do her chores and stuff like that. She bosses me around.

Again, their disclosures may reflect desire for autonomy and a more egalitarian relationship with older members of their family. However, in contrast to some of the parental demands and expectations disclosed by the students (e.g., long-term academic demands), the demands and expectations of siblings appear to be related more to short-term stressors (e.g., being bossed around).

**Nondisclosure to Parents**

Botswana and Bubbles said that they avoided potential stress by not telling their mothers who they liked, because of previous experiences that had caused them stress. For example:

**Botswana:** She would keep going on about him.

**Bubbles:** Once I told my Mum and she started messaging him and I’m like “what are you doing”.

Similarly, Kakabera did not want her father to know about some aspects of her life:

**Kakabera:** Sometimes I ... go on Facebook because ... I’m the only girl in the house and ... he [Dad] will be like “why are you upset” and stuff like that. I do tell him stuff, but some of it is kinda personal and just like boys. ... Like going to places to meet your boyfriends and stuff, and my Dad will be like “where are you going” and I have to lie to him because I don’t want him to know.
Although adolescents tend to talk about family problems with family (rather than friends), some adolescents may prefer not to discuss personal matters with family (Waite et al., 2011).

**Grandparents**

Eight students disclosed that they had regular contact with their grandparent/s, while four students said they rarely or never saw their grandparents. Stress associated with these scenarios were reported by three girls at School B. For instance:

- **Elmonster:** They get to the point where they are continuously nagging. ... I came here to have peace.
- **Patricia:** Yeah. And they know everything. It’s annoying.
- **Clair:** Like granddad hasn’t actually been a part of our family for quite a while ... because of his wife.

Again, Elmonster and Patricia’s disclosures may reflect a desire for more autonomy and more egalitarian relationships with older members of their family. Contrastingly, Clair’s disclosure illustrates how relationships with extended family may create ill-feeling in families, and potentially generate stress for adolescents who are exposed to these family dynamics.

Rose and Cookie Monster disclosed that their grandparents were not proficient in English, and neither student was able to speak their grandparents’ native language (i.e., Chinese and Samoan respectively). Rose said that it is “kind of hard to talk to them”. Although the girls did not elaborate on the difficulty they had communicating with their grandparents, these conversations would be less spontaneous, and the students may have felt judged when conversations needed to be translated by others. Also, grandparents are a valued form of support for some adolescents (Flouri et al., 2010), and Rose and Cookie Monster’s grandparents may have been less able to support their grandchildren, because they were unable to communicate directly with them.

**Summary**

Family-related stress was the other of the three main sources of stress reported by the students. Also, on the *Student Additional Comments Form – Optional* (see Appendix N), family-related stressors were reported the most by students, with girls reporting more stressors than boys (see Appendix Q for summary of comments).
Some reported stressors were unique to the students’ family structures. However, only a few students talked about stressors associated with each family structure, and it is not possible to identify patterns of difference in respect of gender, school decile, or culture.

All groups discussed stress associated with arguments with family members (particularly parents). Overall, there were no patterns of difference in respect of gender, school decile, or culture in the students’ reports.

Also, all groups (except the girls’ group at School A) discussed family members’ demands and expectations. Considering the ratio of boys to girls in the study, the boys’ group at School A reported the most stressors, which may indicate a difference according to school decile. However, there were no patterns of difference in respect of gender or culture in the students’ reports.

Only three girls discussed stress associated with nondisclosure to parents, and it is not possible to investigate patterns of difference according to gender, school decile, or culture. Similarly, only three girls discussed grandparent-related stress, and it is not possible to investigate patterns of difference according to gender or school decile for this stressor. However, difficulty speaking with grandparents because of language differences has identified a potential source of stress according to culture for some adolescents.

A summary of family-related stressors is shown in Table 5.

Table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stressor</th>
<th>School A</th>
<th>School B</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Boys n=6</td>
<td>Girls n=7</td>
<td>Boys n=6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family Structure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Two-Parent Households</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Single-Parent Households</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Separated Parents</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Stepfamilies</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Siblings</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Only-Children</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arguments with Family</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Parents</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Siblings</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demands and Expectations</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nondisclosure to Parents</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grandparents</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Technology

All groups discussed technology-related stress, and variously talked about stress associated with Facebook and mobile phones.

Facebook

Cheng Lee talked about online bullying that he experienced while at intermediate school:

Cheng Lee: They called me names and they said stuff about my family. That’s one thing that will set me on fire. ... I just wanna — if someone says something about my family...

Although this occurred when Cheng Lee was at intermediate school, his experience has provided an example of verbal teasing. The extract also illustrates that Cheng Lee responded with anger, which is reported to be a leading emotional response to bullying (Campbell, Spears, Slee, Butler, & Kift, 2012).

Two boys and two girls at School A, and four boys and nine girls at School B said that they used Facebook, while Colonel Sanders said he had a Facebook account “but I don’t go on it”, and Steven and Cookie Monster said they did not use Facebook. Cookie Monster did not elaborate, but Steven said “It’s my choice … you get hassled”. Similarly, Bubbles said “Facebook’s bad I think … like bullying and weirdos”, and other girls at School B acknowledged that bullying on Facebook was a big problem. Other students reported that spam and paedophiles were problems for them on Facebook. These problems are consistent with problems reported in other studies (e.g., Berson & Berson, 2005).

Two boys and two girls at School A talked about stress associated with undesirable online messages and postings they had received on Facebook. For instance:

Sora: I got told on Facebook I’m dying next year.
Kakabera: That’s why I don’t do that stuff.

W.B.: What really stresses me out is social networks. How they always put just useless stuff on it, like they’re being bullied and they cut.
Cheng Lee: There’s another girl who gets bullied and she’s like “Oh guys I’m getting bullied so now I cut and then she’d post pictures on it.

The above extracts suggest that girls and boys may react differently to online messages, or that adolescents react differently to disturbing personal messages compared to postings sent to multiple recipients. Kakabera’s comment suggests that she takes personal messages seriously, whereas (although reported as stressful) the boys’ tone and comments suggest that they found some postings pointless and inconvenient. However, the same boys disclosed that cutting they witnessed in real life was “horrible”, and real-life exposure to cutting behaviour and injuries of their classmates may have affected them more than online images.

Five boys and six girls at School B said that they blocked some people from Facebook to avoid upsetting messages and postings. They blocked bullies, people they did not like, and “pedos” (i.e., paedophiles). For instance, Clair blocked teachers who told her that they had looked at her Facebook. Sprinkles said that she did not add any older people to Facebook unless they were her family, because a man had sent her inappropriate messages:

Sprinkles: He goes, “how old are you” and I’ll say “I’m 13” and I go “how old are you” and he goes “35”, and I was like “eww you sicko”. He started off real gross and ... I was “I’ll tell my dad on you”. ... They all message you for pics and stuff and you are just like “no”.

Facebook users need to add ‘friends’ to give them access to Facebook, and adolescents who want to appear popular by having many Facebook friends may add people who later send inappropriate or upsetting messages. Unless people are subsequently blocked, Facebook users have little control over the messages they receive. Nevertheless, it is not possible to screen for all potential sources of stress on social media, and upsetting messages and postings are likely to be ongoing for adolescents who use this form of communication. For instance, adolescent friendships may be volatile (Ngai et al., 2013), and adolescents may receive upsetting messages when friendships deteriorate. Also, adolescents may not want to block peers from Facebook, because internet use is associated with peer approval and acceptance (Owens et al., 2012), and feeling they belong is important to individuals (Sancho & Cline, 2012).
Facebook was used as a distraction by Kakabera and Bubbles when they were upset, and Bubbles, Sprinkles, and Patricia talked about using Facebook to talk to friends about problems. For instance:

Bubbles: And then when we’re in real person you can talk about it but don’t say it. ... Like “you know that thing”. It’s easier because it’s embarrassing to say sometimes.

Bubbles’s disclosure is similar to Jonah’s disclosure that “it’s kinda awkward” to talk to friends about arguments. However, adolescents who prefer to use Facebook rather than deal with problems in person may not learn how to interact effectively with their peers face-to-face. For instance, tone, facial expressions, and body language provide valuable cues during face-to-face interaction (Vacaru et al., 2014), and these cues are absent during online communication. Consequently, online messages may be misinterpreted, and subsequently generate more stress for some adolescents. Also, continued use of social media for support instead of face-to-face social interaction may prolong social anxiety (Indian & Grieve, 2014). Nevertheless, socially anxious individuals who use social media to interact with others about matters they find difficult to discuss face-to-face may learn social skills that they may not otherwise develop (Indian & Grieve, 2014).

**Mobile Phones**

Three boys at School A, and four girls at School B talked about stressors associated with mobile phones.

The boys reported getting into trouble with their parents when they were sent sexually explicit images (i.e., sexts) through Snapchat. For instance:

Cheng Lee: Like nudes. ... you are looking at it and you’re like yo this person is naked and your dad is like “arggh”. ... I’m telling him it’s not my friend, just somebody sent it to you.

The students had no control over the images that were sent to them. Equally, students have no control over images of themselves that are forwarded to others. Adolescents may believe that there is no risk associated with sexting. However, some recipients threaten to forward sexts to others if more explicit images are not sent, and widespread distribution of sexts has been associated with distress and suicide (Strassberg et al., 2013).
The girls disclosed that they got extremely stressed when they lost their mobile phones. They did not elaborate, but this may have been due to their reliance on mobile phones for communication. Mobile phones are important in adolescents’ social lives, and the private nature of mobile phones allows adolescents to easily communicate with others without being monitored by their parents (Vacaru et al., 2014). The loss of mobile phones would inhibit this activity. Furthermore, parents’ negative reactions to the loss of mobile phones, the inability to afford replacements, or the loss of stored information may contribute to stress experienced by adolescents who lose their mobile phones.

Although not specifically queried by the researcher, none of the students discussed text bullying. This is surprising because some studies (e.g., Raskauskas, 2010) have reported high rates of text bullying in New Zealand schools. However, text bullying may be a particularly vicious form of personal attack, and students may not want to discuss this in groups. As reported by Vacaru et al. (2014), some adolescents have reported that it is “easier to ‘be mean’” when victims are not present (p. 578).

**Summary**

Students in all groups talked about stress associated with technology. In particular, they talked about online bullying and online postings that affected themselves or others. There were patterns of difference according to gender in the students’ disclosures. The boys discussed visually disturbing postings and spam, whereas girls talked about threats to personal safety and paedophiles. There were no patterns of difference according to school decile or culture.

Boys at School A, and girls at School B discussed stress associated with mobile phones. However, discussion was limited to a few students, and it is not possible to identify patterns of difference according to gender, school decile, or culture.

**School/Leisure Conflict and Extracurricular Activities**

Cheng Lee, Jonah, and five girls at School A talked about stress associated with the need to complete homework when they had other commitments. For instance, Jonah acknowledged that he had “a lot” of sports practices during the week, and that he would “get home at 6 sometimes and then just do my homework”. Similarly:

Cheng Lee: I have to try and fit it in, or else.
Fulishia Frangipani: A lot of homework in a short amount of time [causes stress] … especially when you have other stuff to do.

Botswana: A Saturday game and then like church on Sunday or something and people don’t have enough time.

Danni: On Saturdays I’d be at my Dad’s house and all my homework’s at my Mum’s house. … I’m spending time with my Dad and not doing homework.

Also, Clair (whose parents were divorced and spent “50/50” of her time with each parent) disclosed that family responsibilities impacted on the completion of her homework:

Clair: I would usually put my family first before homework. … My Mum sort of needs me to be there all the time sometimes … My Dad relies on me to cook now … cos he works quite late.

Nevertheless, Clair was the only student who said that her parent helped her with homework, and Clair’s family responsibilities may have been countered by support she received from her parents.

Botswana talked about conflict between her and her mother that related to a sports competition:

Botswana: I didn’t want to go to school because I was really really tired … and we had a real big argument about it and I was crying and real upset.

School/leisure conflict has been associated with high levels of adolescent stress (De Vriendt et al., 2011), and Botswana’s disclosure illustrates how the combined demands of extracurricular and academic expectations may negatively affect adolescent wellbeing.

Furthermore, Danni disclosed that “it’s stressful when you have to try to be up there” with other competitors. Similarly, three girls at School B talked about pressure they experienced because of competitive sport:

Sprinkles: When you lose … I get real stressed.
Patricia: Yeah, when you’re in a team.
Bubbles: And it’s the winning conversion or something and you miss it.
Yeah. That sucks. That’s pressure on you.

These disclosures are consistent with Hutchinson et al.’s (2008) argument that competitive sports can be a source of distress for some adolescents.

None of the boys talked about stress associated with competitive sport. However, Jonah said that he experienced stress when he slept in and it was “a rush to get to school”. Jonah played multiple sports and this would have lessened the time that he had available for other commitments and may have contributed to his tiredness. Alternatively, Jonah may have stayed up too late at night or had insufficient sleep because of other stressors in his life (Yan, Lin, & Su, 2018).

**Summary**

No patterns of difference were identified according to school decile or culture. However, nine of the 11 students who discussed these stressors were girls, and this may indicate a difference according to gender.

**Future concerns**

Six girls talked about stress associated with future financial uncertainty. Contrastingly, no boys expressed concern, and seven girls disclosed that they were not very concerned about their future.

**Future Finances**

Kakabera at School A and four girls at School B disclosed that they worried about their financial future. They variously discussed being worried about not having a job, a house, and enough money to provide for their children, being adults and still living with their parents, living on the street, and being in debt. Kakabera’s concern about her future financial security may have stemmed from the financial contention between her separated parents. Household incomes may drop dramatically following parental separation, and some adolescents become concerned about their own financial security (Koerner et al., 2011). Also, although it cannot be assumed that all students who attend low decile schools are socioeconomically disadvantaged, School B was rated decile 3, and the girls at School B who expressed concern about their financial future may have been from lower SES families.

Nevertheless, the students said that they were not very stressed about the future. The age of the students may factor into their general lack of concern about the future, because future-related
stress escalates as adolescents mature, and future decisions become more urgent (Koerner et al., 2011). However, some concerns have started to emerge for some of the girls, and earlier maturation of girls may explain some of the gender differences in reporting.

**Summary**

Only six students talked about future-related stress. Therefore, it is not possible to identify patterns of difference according to school decile or culture. However, all of the students were girls, which may indicate a difference according to gender.

**Adolescent Coping**

The main styles of coping reported by the students were problem-solving, support-seeking, distraction, avoidance, and emotion-regulation. Within each theme, the coping styles used to deal with specific stressors discussed in the ‘Stressor’ section are summarised and discussed in conjunction with coping responses for non-specific stressors. Most of the students who used a specific coping response, used that response for more than one type of stressor.

**Problem-Solving**

Problem-solving is deemed to be an adaptive coping response (Zimmer-Gembeck et al., 2011), and 25 students used problem-solving to cope with stressors or to avoid potential stressors. Problem-solving was used to cope with stress associated with academic demands, peers, friends, family, and technology. Also, three girls disclosed that they used problem-solving when someone expected a lot from them. For instance:

- **Patricia:** I try hard anyways.
- **Bubbles:** Depending on what it is. I would do priorities. Like the most important thing first. And if I don't finish it, then, too bad.
- **Elmonster:** If it’s someone who’s done something for me then I’ll be like “I’ll pay you back”. But if it’s someone who just gave me all this then I’m like “aye?” I do a bit of it. I go “here”.

Most of the students’ disclosures related to coping with potential or existing interpersonal stressors, which is aligned with previous studies that report adolescents used problem-solving more for social than academic stressors (e.g., Eschenbeck et al., 2007).
Summary

Overall, the girls used problem-solving more than boys, which indicates a difference according to gender. Students at School A used problem-solving for interpersonal stressors, whereas students at School B used problem-solving for interpersonal and academic stressors. Correspondingly, this may indicate a difference according to school decile. Also, 11 of the 14 students who used problem-solving for family- and/or friend-related stressors identified as NZ European, and this may indicate a difference according to culture.

A summary of problem-solving responses to stressors reported by the students is shown in Table 6.

Table 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stressor</th>
<th>School A</th>
<th>School B</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Boys</td>
<td>Girls</td>
<td>Boys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n=6</td>
<td>n=7</td>
<td>n=6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peers</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friends</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unspecified</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Support-seeking

Support-seeking is deemed to be an adaptive coping response (Zimmer-Gembeck et al., 2011), and 19 students reported that they sought support from friends, family, and/or school staff when they were stressed.

Seeking Support from Friends

Twelve students disclosed that they sought support from friends. Some students said that they sought support for school-, friend-, and/or family-related stressors. Other students did not disclose why they sought support from friends. For instance:

Botswana: I probably tell [friend] more stuff than I tell my Mum. ... She understands. … She’s with me all day so she knows how I feel sometimes.
Kakabera: My friends make me really happy [when stressed]. … I just mail them and then they make me laugh.

Similarly, C. Ronaldo said that friends “are your second family” and Steven said “it’s good to have friends” because friends knew what they were going through. Steven also disclosed that he went to his friends when he had problems with his family.

The importance of friendships was also demonstrated by Kakabera’s comment about her mother’s relocation to another region in New Zealand:

Kakabera: When she told me that she wanted to move I got the choice but to be honest I’d rather stay here and be with my friends.

Most of the students did not elaborate on the type of support they received from friends. However, the boys generally discussed companionship (i.e., spending time with friends) and problem-focused support (e.g., discussing homework), whereas the girls generally discussed emotional support. Individuals who are similar may share the same biases, and problems may be misinterpreted or become exaggerated when adolescents confide in, and are supported by those similar to themselves (Aspinwall & Taylor, 1997). This may be particularly relevant to the girls in the study who sought emotional support from their friends.

Seeking Support from Family

Fourteen students disclosed that they sought support from family (usually parents). Some students sought support for school-, friend-, and/or family-related stressors. For instance: Fulishia Frangipani, Clair, Cleo, Scarlet, and Violet said that they would seek support from family when they had problems at school, and Colonel Sanders said that he went to his family when he had problems with his friends. Also, Violet and Scarlet said that they would seek support from family when they had problems with other family members. For example:

Scarlet: I’ll often ring my granddad and say “can you come and help me because Dad’s getting grumpy at me and I don’t know what to do”.

In contrast, Matt (who disclosed that he didn’t really like his stepfamily “in general”) said that he did not seek support from his stepfamily, and Sora said “no one goes to their parents”. Also, Sprinkles disclosed that she does not go to her parents because “they take everything serious”,
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and this is aligned with her comment that students do not disclose bullying to teachers because they overreact.

Other students did not disclose why they sought support from family. For example:

   Cleo: It’s fun to have a big family. You have people to run to in time of need and they are always there for you.

The students who discussed the type of support they sought from family generally referred to emotion-focused support. However, only three of the 14 students who disclosed that they sought support from their family were boys, and this may be associated with Sears et al.’s (2009) argument that boys believe they are expected to fix their own problems.

**Seeking Support from School Staff**

Four students sought support from teachers and/or school counsellors to cope with stressors. Hunter, C. Ronaldo, Colonel Sanders and Safushia Strawberry said that they would seek support from teachers or the school counsellor when they had problems at school. Also, Safushia Strawberry disclosed that she talked to her teacher “about a lot of the same stuff that I talk to my Mum about. ... She’s like my counsellor”.

Adolescents seek support from people they trust (Camara et al., 2014), and the small number of students who disclosed that they sought support from school staff may indicate that some students did not have a good rapport with their teachers or school counsellor. Alternatively, some of the students’ problems may have been related to school staff, and the students may have preferred to seek support from friends and family. Nevertheless, the small number of students who reported that they sought support from school staff contradicts Newman et al.’s (2000) findings that school staff were one of the main sources of support for students aged 14–15 years in the USA.

**Summary**

Support was sought from friends by girls at both schools and boys at School B. This may indicate a difference according to gender for students at School A, and a difference according to school decile for boys. Also, nine of the 12 students identified as NZ European, which may indicate differences according to culture.

A summary of responses to stressors where students sought support from friends is shown in Table 7.
Table 7

Summary of Support Sought from Friends

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stressor</th>
<th>School A</th>
<th></th>
<th>School B</th>
<th></th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Boys</td>
<td>Girls</td>
<td>Boys</td>
<td>Girls</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n=6</td>
<td>n=7</td>
<td>n=6</td>
<td>n=11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friends</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unspecified</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Only girls sought support from family at School A, and most students at School B who sought support were girls. This may indicate a difference according to gender. Also, students at School B sought support from family more than students at School A, and this may indicate a difference according to school decile. Additionally, 13 of the 14 students identified as NZ European, which may indicate a difference according to culture.

A summary of responses to stressors where students sought support from family is shown in Table 8.

Table 8

Summary of Support Sought from Family

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stressor</th>
<th>School A</th>
<th></th>
<th>School B</th>
<th></th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Boys</td>
<td>Girls</td>
<td>Boys</td>
<td>Girls</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n=6</td>
<td>n=7</td>
<td>n=6</td>
<td>n=11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friends</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unspecified</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Due to the small number of students who talked about seeking support from school staff, it is not possible to identify patterns of difference according to gender, school decile, or culture.

Six of the students sought support from both friends and family, and three students who sought support from school staff also sought support from friends and/or family. Overall, the students’ disclosures indicate that emotional support was sought more than problem-focused support, and that girls sought emotional support more than boys.
Distraction

Distraction is deemed to be an adaptive coping response (de Anda et al., 2000), and 19 students used distraction to cope with stressors. Some students used distraction in response to school- and/or family-related stressors. For instance:

Sheniqwa-Lee: Normally I just go down into the bush and lose myself on an awesome adventure.

Cheng Lee: When times are going tough and with my family, I ran and ran and ran ... just so that I could leave them [the problems] — just throw my headphones on and run for ages.

Researcher: Just so that you didn’t have to think about it?

Cheng Lee: Pretty much. Just get out and go for it.

Danni: I run with my friends.

W.B., Sheniqwa-Lee, and Cheng Lee said that they would spend time with friends (and sometimes skip classes with friends) when they had problems at school:

W.B.: Because it sort of helps you relax when you’ve got the nice atmosphere around you and things.

Sheniqwa-Lee: And friends just having a good time —

When questioned, the boys agreed that they tried to distract themselves by doing enjoyable activities when they were stressed. Social interaction may distract individuals from negative thoughts (Nicolotti et al., 2003), and adolescents may feel more positive and rejuvenated following leisure activities (Hutchinson et al., 2008). However, the boys’ decision to skip classes could potentially generate other sources of stress, such as getting behind in schoolwork and getting into trouble with teachers and parents if they got caught.

The majority of students talked about what they did to distract themselves but did not disclose why they wanted to be distracted. For instance:

Sheniqwa-Lee and five boys at School B disclosed that they sometimes went to their room and played computer games or listened to music to distract themselves from problems. C. Ronaldo
said “it relaxes you”, and Steven said that “it’s something you like … it helps you calm down”. Also, Bubbles disclosed that she might “have a shower”, and Sprinkles disclosed that she might “watch TV”. These behaviours are consistent with findings in previous research (e.g., de Anda et al., 2000; Friedrich et al., 2010). Furthermore, Patricia and Cookie Monster disclosed that they “eat” to try to stop thinking about problems, which is aligned with De Vriendt et al.’s (2012) argument that some adolescents eat when they are emotionally distressed.

**Summary**

Distraction was used by some students in all groups. No patterns of difference according to gender, school decile or culture were identified.

A summary of distraction responses to stressors reported by the students is shown in Table 9.

**Table 9**

*Summary of Distraction Responses*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stressor</th>
<th>School A</th>
<th></th>
<th>School B</th>
<th></th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Boys</td>
<td>Girls</td>
<td>Boys</td>
<td>Girls</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n=6</td>
<td>n=7</td>
<td>n=6</td>
<td>n=11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unspecified</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Avoidance**

Avoidance was used by 20 students to cope with relationship stress. Most students talked about stress associated with family and/or friends. Some students elaborated on their behaviour:

**Cleo:**

When my Mum is angry with me I’ll just go outside. … Whenever they’re [sisters] angry with me I just stay to myself.

**Matt:**

I just go to my room and put my headphones on, and listen to music. … And not talk to people.
Safushia Strawberry:  I go real quiet. I block everyone out and I just won’t talk. ... I can’t get out of the space where I am. … I sit in the bathroom in a little corner in the bath.

Fulishia Frangipani:  Close myself off so that I can just relax. … I just go to bed and think about stuff.

Steven:  I hide away from life, from all the stuff.

Withdrawal (which peaks during middle adolescence) has been identified as the coping strategy used most often by adolescents when dealing with problems that relate to themselves (Besevegis & Galanaki, 2010).

Although deemed inappropriate for most stress, avoidance is adaptive when stressors are perceived as high and uncontrollable (M. L. Newman et al., 2011). As adolescents have limited power at home, it may be adaptive to use avoidance for some family-related stressors. However, it may be less adaptive when adolescents use avoidance for friend-related stressors, because adolescent relationships are more egalitarian and friend-related stressors may be more controllable. Nevertheless, individuals strive to control their emotions so that relationships are not compromised (Persike & Seiffge-Krenke, 2012), and avoidance provides an opportunity for adolescents to regulate their emotions and engage in less aggressive behaviour (Sontag & Graber, 2010).

**Summary**

Avoidance-coping was used by some students in all groups. Overall, there were no differences according to gender or culture. However, boys at School B used avoidance more than boys at School A, and this may indicate a difference according to school decile.

A summary of avoidant responses to stressors reported by the students is shown in Table 10.
Table 10

Summary of Avoidant Responses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stressor</th>
<th>School A</th>
<th>School B</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Boys</td>
<td>Girls</td>
<td>Boys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family</td>
<td>n=6</td>
<td>n=7</td>
<td>n=6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friend</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unspecified</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Emotion-Regulation**

Fifteen students disclosed that they used emotion-regulation to cope with stressors. All of these students disclosed that they got angry in response to stress associated with peers and/or family, and some students expressed anger when they were unable to do what they wanted to do. Some students elaborated on their behaviour when they were angry. For example:

Clair: I have a little bit of anger issues. … Once I got really bad and I punched a hole in the wall.

Sheniqwa-Lee: I smashed 10 holes by my wardrobe. … I get into a bit of a tanty, like when my Mum tells me off. … I get angry, not crazy angry —

Anger is deemed to be a maladaptive response to stress when stressors are controllable (Zimmer-Gembeck et al., 2011). Seven students disclosed that they responded to home-related stressors with anger, and they may have had limited or no control over these stressful situations. Nevertheless, 10 students disclosed that they responded to peer-related stressors with anger, and they may have been able to exert some control in these situations. Sheniqwa-Lee disclosed that his father “gets real stressed over little things” and “just has a massive tanty” when he was stressed. Correspondingly, some of the students may have been modelling their parents’ coping styles, because parental modelling is one way that children learn how to cope in stressful situations (Kliwerer et al., 2006).

Some students disclosed that they also used different forms of emotion-regulation. Danni and Kakabera said they sometimes cried when they get stressed, and this is a coping response reported in previous studies (e.g., de Anda et al., 2000). Colonel Sanders said that he would “just go to the
“dog” when he was feeling stressed, which is aligned with Bryan et al.’s (2014) argument that dogs can provide comfort when individuals feel distressed. Furthermore, Matt disclosed that he would “just stay home and just calm down myself … express my feelings with myself”, and this is a coping response reported in some studies (e.g., Kliewer et al., 2006).

The students’ disclosures are consistent with Eschenbeck et al.’s (2007) argument that adolescents use emotion-regulation more for social stressors than academic stressors.

**Summary**

Overall, there were no patterns of difference according to gender or culture. However, students at School B used emotion-regulation more than students at School A for peer-related stressors, and this may indicate a difference according to school decile.

A summary of responses to stressors where students used emotion-regulation is shown in Table 11.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stressor</th>
<th>School A</th>
<th>School B</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Boys</td>
<td>Girls</td>
<td>Boys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer</td>
<td>n=6</td>
<td>n=7</td>
<td>n=6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 11

*Summary of Emotion-Regulation Responses*
CHAPTER FIVE

CONCLUSIONS

Summary of Findings

The present study furthered the understanding of stressors and coping responses of Year 9 students (aged 13–14 years) in the Wellington region of New Zealand. The stressors and coping responses relevant to the students are discussed below.

Stressors

The main stressors disclosed by the students related to school, peers, family, technology, school/leisure conflict and extracurricular activities, and future concerns (with school-, peer-, and family-related stressors reported the most). These stressors are consistent with stressors identified in previous studies (e.g., Byrne et al., 2007; de Anda et al., 2000; De Vriendt et al., 2011; Suldo et al., 2009). However, financial pressure and/or emerging adult responsibility were stressors identified in the above studies, but were not relevant to the students in the present study. Also, future uncertainty was one of the highest sources of stress reported by de Anda et al. (2000) and De Vriendt et al. (2011), whereas the students in the present study were not overly concerned about the future.

Differences in reporting may be due to the inclusion of older adolescents in the studies. The students in the present study were aged 13–14 years, whereas the students in De Vriendt et al.’s (2011) European study were aged 12.5 to 17.5 years, the students in Byrne et al.’s (2007) Australian study were aged 13–18 years, and the students in de Anda et al.’s (2000) study in Los Angeles were aged 15-18 years. Unlike older adolescents, who are nearer to leaving secondary school and becoming more self-reliant, early adolescents are largely reliant on their parents or other adults to provide for their financial needs. Similarly, early adolescents may experience less stress associated with emerging adult responsibilities and future concerns than older adolescents because responsibilities progressively increase with age. Nevertheless, most of the stressors identified in the present study are consistent with those identified in the above studies, which suggests that New Zealand adolescents generally experience the same types of stressors as adolescents from other westernised countries.

Overall, girls reported more stressors than boys, and differences according to gender, school decile, and culture were found for some stressors.
Gender differences were found for school transition, where girls discussed more interpersonal stressors. Girls’ arguments were more enduring, girls reported more same-gender peer stressors, and girls reported stress associated with mixed-gender friendships, friends’ breaches of confidentiality, pressure to wear the latest fashions, and romantic relationships. The girls indicated that they experienced more stress associated with arguments with friends, and (with regard to technology) girls discussed personal safety and paedophiles whereas boys discussed annoying online postings and spam. Most of the students who discussed stress associated with school/leisure conflict and extracurricular activities were girls, and only girls discussed future concerns (i.e., future finances). Contrasting, boys at School A disclosed more teacher-related stressors than girls.

Differences according to school decile were found for some stressors. Students at School B reported more stressors associated with adjustment to new peers and larger peer groups during transition. Classmate stressors differed according to school decile. Students at School A disclosed more teacher-related stressors than students at School B, and boys at School A reported the most stressors associated with family members’ demands and expectations.

Some stressors were unique to students from minority groups. Differences in the interpretation of racial discrimination was identified at School B. Restrictions on clothing due to cultural norms, and language differences between students and their grandparents have been identified as potential sources of adolescent stress.

**Coping Responses**

The main coping styles reported by the students were problem-solving, support-seeking, distraction, avoidance, and emotion-regulation. Problem-solving and support seeking (forms of engagement coping), and distraction (a form of disengagement coping) are deemed to be adaptive coping responses (de Anda et al., 2000; Zimmer-Gembeck et al., 2011). Avoidance (a form of disengagement coping) may be adaptive or maladaptive (dependant on whether stressors are controllable) (M. L. Newman et al., 2011). Similarly, emotion-regulation (a form of engagement coping) may be an adaptive or maladaptive coping response (e.g., relaxation and aggression) (Eschenbeck et al., 2007; Kliwer et al., 2006).

Problem-solving, support-seeking, distraction, avoidance, and emotion-regulation were used by students in all groups, with the exception of the boys at School A who did not use support-seeking. Individually, most students used a variety of coping responses, and, individually, girls tended to use a greater range of responses than boys. This is consistent with some previous research (e.g.,
Patterns of difference according to gender, school decile, and culture were identified for some coping responses.

Girls used problem-solving and sought emotional support from friends and family more than boys. This is consistent with some previous research (e.g., Herpertz-Dahlmann et al., 2013; Sontag & Graber, 2010). However, gender differences were not found for distraction, avoidance, or emotion-regulation, and this contradicts some previous studies. For instance, boys have been reported to use distraction and avoidance more than girls (e.g., Herpertz-Dahlmann et al., 2013; Sontag & Graber, 2010). However, gender differences in coping may be narrowing because of changes in gendered social roles and constraints (Matud, 2004), and this may factor into the gender similarities observed for the students’ use of avoidance, distraction, and emotion-regulation in the present study.

Differences according to school decile were identified for four coping responses. Students at School A used problem-solving for interpersonal stressors, whereas students at School B used problem-solving for interpersonal and academic stressors. Students at School B sought support from family more than students at School A. Boys at School B used avoidance more than boys at School A, and students at School B used emotion-regulation more than students at School A for peer-related stressors.

Differences according to culture were found for problem-solving and seeking support from family and/or friends. The majority of students who used these coping responses identified as NZ European.

**Implications**

The present study has found some differences according to gender, school decile, and culture for the types of stressors experienced by early adolescents and the coping responses they use. Consequently, some adolescent populations in New Zealand may experience more stress or different types of stress than others. For instance, girls reported more stressors (particularly interpersonal stressors), adolescents from School B used avoidance and emotion-regulation more than students at School A (perhaps because they experienced more severe or uncontrollable stressors than students from School B), and students from minority groups indicated that some stressors were unique to their culture. Nevertheless, most students in the present study used adaptive coping (particularly problem-solving) more than maladaptive coping, which is consistent with previous studies (e.g., de Anda et al., 2000).
Adolescents who use inappropriate coping responses may experience more stress than adolescents who manage their stressors effectively, and interventions may need to be tailored to specific adolescent populations to minimise the effect of stressors. For instance, students in the present study from ethnic minority groups may benefit from using more problem-solving and support-seeking to cope with stressors.

**Limitations**

The sample size in the present study was small (i.e., 30 students), and limited to mainstream schools in one geographical region of New Zealand. Therefore, findings may not be generalisable to other adolescent populations in New Zealand. Also, there were more girls in the study.

Discussions on some topics were limited to one or two groups, or one or two students within groups, and girls generally disclosed more personal information than boys. Correspondingly, contributions from different students may have resulted in different findings. Also, individuals may make socially desirable responses in group discussions, and data is generated using self-reports (which may be subject to bias).

Furthermore, at each school, the group discussions were conducted one after the other, and the researcher did not have the opportunity to review the previous session/s. Had there been more time to prepare, the researcher could have re-visited topics introduced by students in previous sessions, which would have allowed for more comparisons to be made according to gender, school decile, and culture. Time constraints also limited the opportunity for the students to discuss some topics in more detail.

**Future Research**

It is expected that the present study will contribute to the understanding of stressors and coping of early adolescents in New Zealand, and may be utilised in the design of interventions that will help early adolescents in New Zealand cope effectively with stressors.

The present study enabled the exploration of stressors and coping responses of adolescents aged 13–14 years from two mainstream schools in an urban setting in New Zealand. It would be of further value to explore the stressors and coping responses of adolescents who live in rural areas, and those who do not attend mainstream schools (e.g., Kura Kaupapa Māori schools, private schools). It would also be of value to explore the stressors and coping responses of adolescents of different ages, or conduct a longitudinal study that would identify changes in types of stressors.
and coping responses relevant to adolescents over, for example, their entire secondary school experience.

Furthermore, designing a study where focus groups are followed by interviews with participants would allow researchers to pose additional questions that are relevant to participants’ original disclosures, and give participants the opportunity to expand on their narratives. This would provide a more in-depth understanding of the types of stressors they have experienced and the coping responses they have used.
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Appendix A

Discussion Group Prompt Sheet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCUSSION GROUP PROMPT SHEET</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Proposed questions about stressors:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• What do you think feeling stressed means?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• What sorts of things cause you to feel stressed?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>School:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Adjustment to new school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Homework, tests, grades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Teacher-related stress, e.g., lack of respect from teachers, teacher expectations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Bullying (traditional and cyber bullying)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o School performance, e.g., keeping up with schoolwork</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Expected to do well at school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Home:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Financial stress, e.g., not having enough money</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Relationships with others:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Family-related stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Pressure from parents/social life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Peer-related stress, e.g., arguments with peers/friends, peer pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Stress of romantic relationships, e.g., arguments; getting along</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other people’s expectations:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Homework (may overlap with school-related stress)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Work and responsibilities (e.g., after-school jobs and household chores)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Sports and other extra-curricular commitments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Stress of school/leisure conflict, e.g., having too much homework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Different expectations (school/family different)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Yourself:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Body image, personal characteristics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Own expectations about school</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
• Future:
  o Emerging adult responsibility, e.g., work interfering with school and social activities
  o Uncertainty about future, e.g., having to make decisions about future work or education
  o Future employment
  o Future health (particularly relevant to Māori)
• What sorts of things stop you from doing what you want to do
  o Curfews
  o Age-related restrictions (i.e., need to be accompanied by an adult)
  o Not having enough time
  o Leisure time
• What other sorts of things stress you out?

Proposed questions about coping:
• What do you do when you feel stressed about:
  o Things at school?
  o Things at home?
  o Things in your relationships? i.e., parents, siblings, friends, boyfriends/girlfriends
  o Other people’s expectations?
  o Things that stop you doing what you want to do, e.g., keep trying/change goal/give up
  o The future
  o Something that you think you can control
  o Something that you don’t think you can control
• Do you ever try to forget about something by doing other things? What sort of problems? What do you do? e.g. television, computer games
• Who helps you? How do they help you?
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Appendix D

Community Support Services List

COMMUNITY SUPPORT SERVICES LIST

If you are worried or upset about anything, your School Counsellor will be able to help you. Your school counsellor’s name is [name].

If you would rather talk with someone outside school, here are the contact details for some services that will be able to help you.

Evolve (Wellington Youth Service)
Evolve offers a range of free services, activities and events in one location to make it as easy as possible for young people to get what they need. The Evolve team includes Nurses, Doctors, Counsellors, Social Workers and Youth Workers.
Phone: (04) 473 6204
Email: reception@evolveyouth.org.nz
Visit: Level 2 James Smith Building, Corner Cuba & Manners Streets, Wellington
Website: www.evolveyouth.org.nz

Skylight
Skylight supports people of all ages who are facing a tough life situation of change, loss, trauma or grief - whatever the cause.
Phone: 0800 290 100 or (04) 939 6767
Website: www.skylight.org.nz

Vibe (Hutt Valley)
If you are between 10-24 years old and living in the Hutt Valley, Vibe offers free confidential health & support services.
Email: info@vibe.org.nz
Website: www.vibe.org.nz

Lower Hutt
Visit: 4 Daly Street, Lower Hutt
Phone: (04) 566 0525

Upper Hutt
Visit: 2 Sinclair Street, Upper Hutt
Phone: (04) 528 6261

What’s Up
You can call What’s Up and talk about whatever’s on your mind - no problem is too big or too small. If it’s someone else’s problem, you can talk about that too.
Phone: 0800 942 8787
Website: www.whatsup.co.nz

Youthline
Youthline is a service that supports young people in all sorts of situations. You can phone and talk to a trained Youthline counsellor, send an email, or free text.
Phone: 0800 376 633 (for 24/7 support)
Email: talk@youthline.co.nz
Free text: 234 (between 8am and midnight)
Website: www.youthline.co.nz
Appendix E
Invitation Letter to School Principals

[Date to be inserted]
[Address of School]

Dear [Name of principal]

AN EXPLORATION OF THE STRESSORS AND COPING STRATEGIES OF YEAR 9 STUDENTS IN THE WELLINGTON REGION

My name is Nanette Larkin and I am a student at Massey University. I will be conducting a research project as part of the requirement for a Master of Arts degree majoring in Psychology. The research project will investigate the kinds of stressors experienced by Year 9 students, and the sorts of strategies the students use for coping. I’m inviting your school to take part in the research. My research is being supervised by Dr Ruth Tarrant (Senior Lecturer at the School of Psychology, Massey University, Wellington, and Research Associate with the Joint Centre for Disaster Research).

I have enclosed an information sheet for you that outlines the research so you have the necessary information to decide whether you would like your school to participate in the study. For your information, I also enclose copies of information sheets and supporting documents that would be distributed to students and their parents/caregivers should you decide to participate in the research.

Please also find enclosed the Principal Consent to Participate in Research form. Would you please complete this form, saying whether or not you wish to take part, and return it to me in the reply paid envelope by [insert date] if possible.

Please do not hesitate to contact me or my supervisor (Dr Ruth Tarrant) if you require any further information. I am happy to meet with you or a nominated contact person at your school if you would like to discuss the study further before you decide whether your school will participate in the research.

Thank you for considering my invitation. I look forward to hearing from you.

Yours sincerely

Nanette Larkin

Project Contacts:

Nanette Larkin
Masters Student
Massey University
email: [redacted]
phone: [redacted]

Dr Ruth Tarrant (Supervisor)
Senior Lecturer, School of Psychology
Research Associate, Joint Centre for Disaster Research
Massey University, Wellington
email: R.A.Tarrant@massey.ac.nz
phone: (04) 801 5799, extension 63411

Te Kūnenga
ki Pākehaua
School of Psychology - Te Kāra Hinengaro Tangata
PO Box 798, Wellington 6140, New Zealand T +64 4 801 5799 F +64 4 801 2798 www.massey.ac.nz
Appendix F
Principal Consent to Participate in Research

AN EXPLORATION OF THE STRESSORS AND COPING STRATEGIES OF YEAR 9 STUDENTS IN THE WELLINGTON REGION

PRINCIPAL CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN RESEARCH

I, ____________________________ (Name of Principal), the Principal of ____________________________ (Name of School) accept / decline the invitation to participate in the above research project.

Signature: ____________________________ Date: ____________

If you agree to your school’s participation in this research, please nominate below a school contact person who I can talk with about the distribution of information sheets and arrangements for the discussion group(s):

Name: ____________________________ _______ (telephone extension if applicable)

Email: ____________________________

Please indicate whether you would like me to contact your nominated contact person. Yes / No
If you wish to distribute hard copies of the information sheets, please indicate how many copies you would like ____________

Thank you for considering my invitation. If you require any further information, please do not hesitate to contact me or my supervisor (Dr Ruth Tarrant) as noted below.

Please complete this form and return in the reply paid envelope by [date] if possible to:

Nanette Larkin,
c/- Dr Ruth Tarrant
School of Psychology
Massey University
P.O. Box 756
Wellington 6140

Project Contacts
Nanette Larkin
Masters Student
Massey University
email: ____________________________
phone: ____________________________

Dr Ruth Tarrant (Supervisor)
Senior Lecturer, School of Psychology
Research Associate, Joint Centre for Disaster Research
Massey University, Wellington
email: R.A.Tarrant@massey.ac.nz
phone: (04) 801 5799, extension 63411

Te K urienga ki P irihirau
School of Psychology - Te Kura/Minsaaga Tangata
P.O Box 756, Wellington 6140, New Zealand  T +64 4 801 5799  F +64 4 801 2796  www.massey.ac.nz
Appendix G

Information Sheet for School Principals

AN EXPLORATION OF THE STRESSORS AND COPING STRATEGIES OF YEAR 9 STUDENTS IN THE WELLINGTON REGION

INFORMATION SHEET FOR SCHOOL PRINCIPALS

My name is Nanette Larkin and I am a student at Massey University. I will be conducting a study as part of my Master of Arts degree majoring in Psychology. The study will investigate the kinds of stressors experienced by Year 9 students in the Wellington region and the strategies they use for coping. My study is being supervised by Dr Ruth Tarrant (Senior Lecturer at the School of Psychology, Massey University, Wellington, and Research Associate with the Joint Centre for Disaster Research).

What is this research about and what is involved?
I will be talking about stress and coping strategies with groups of six Year 9 students from different schools, and I invite your school to participate in this study. Six Year 9 students from your school who would like to be in the study would be invited to take part in a discussion group. If more than six students are interested, you may agree to two groups of students being involved.

During the discussion groups I would ask questions about things that cause the students to feel stressed and how they deal with stress (see Proposed Questions for Discussion Group attached).

The discussion groups will be made up of either boys or girls if enough students would like to be in the study, because students may feel more comfortable in groups of the same gender. Also, Māori students may feel more comfortable talking in a group with other Māori students, and to provide an appropriate environment for Māori students, one group will have only Māori students if enough Māori students would like to be in the study.

It is anticipated that being part of a discussion group may benefit students because they may feel less alone with their problems if they share stressful experiences and may learn of different ways to deal with stressful situations. Some of the stressors discussed in the group may relate to family and school, and this information may be useful to parents/caregivers and schools to inform changes in the family and school environments that may help to reduce students’ stress.

What would I require from your school?
If you agree to take part in the study I would require:

1. A school contact person with whom I can discuss arrangements for the study.
2. Distribution of the Information Sheet for Students to Year 9 students so they can consider taking part in the study, followed by the Information Sheet for Parents and Caregivers and Parent/Caregiver Consent for Child to Participate in Research form sent to parents/caregivers of interested students. Alternatively, rather than inviting the students directly, you may prefer that the documents are initially sent to parents/caregivers.
3. A room for a meeting with parents/caregivers who would like to talk to me about the study.
4. Signed Parent/Caregiver Consent for Child to Participate in Research forms returned to the form teacher.
5. Students in the discussion group(s) to be informed of the date, time, and venue.
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6. A small quiet room for the discussion group(s). The group discussion should take 30 to 60 minutes.
7. The option to refer students to the school counsellor should they become upset.
8. Distribution of the summary of findings to participating students and to parents/caregivers who choose not to have a copy forwarded directly to them.

Distribution of the information sheets and consent form (copies attached) would be in accordance with your school’s preference (e.g., school intranet, email, hard copies given to the students).

Participant selection
In total, 25-30 Year 9 students from four or five schools in the Wellington region will be involved in the study. Year 9 students have been chosen because they experience unique challenges associated with the transition from primary or intermediate school to secondary school, as well as the personal, social and academic challenges experienced by all secondary school students.

If you consider that taking part in a discussion group is unsuitable for any particular student, you may exclude that student from the study.

Summary of procedures
- Distribution of the Information Sheet for Students to Year 9 students, and the Information Sheet for Parents and Caregivers and Parent/Caregiver Consent for Child to Participate in Research form sent to parents/caregivers of interested students. Alternatively, information sheets and supporting documents sent directly to parents/caregivers.
- A meeting at the school for parents/caregivers who would like to talk to me about the study.
- Signed Parent/Caregiver Consent for Child to Participate in Research forms returned to the form teacher.
- Selected students informed of the date, time, and venue for the discussion group(s). Students will be selected at random by me if more than six students have permission from their parents/caregivers to be in the study.
- The Information Sheet for Students will be given to students before the discussion group begins to remind them about the study. I will explain the students’ involvement in the group, answer any questions, and emphasise that they are free to leave the group at any time.
- Students will sign the Student Consent Form (copy attached) where they agree to be in the group, that they will not talk about what is discussed in the group with others, and that what they say in the group can be written in a report and they cannot ask for these comments to be taken out.
- Students will complete a Student Form (copy attached). The pseudonym chosen for use throughout the study is to be written on this form.
- The discussion groups will be digitally recorded by audio and video. I will transcribe the voice recordings and use the video recordings to make sure that comments are matched with the right student. This will be explained to the students.
- After the discussion group, students will be given a Student Additional Comments Form – Optional (copy attached) in case they would like to write down anything else that they would have liked to talk about in the group.

The students will be offered snacks and a drink during the discussion group. Afterwards they will be given a $20 Warehouse voucher to thank them for their time and contribution to the study.

The group discussions would take place in a private setting within your school at a time that does not disrupt the students’ learning and is convenient for the school and students. It is expected that each discussion group will take 30 to 60 minutes.
What support processes will be in place for the students?

It is not expected that the students will become upset during or after the discussion group. However, my supervisor or someone else will be in the room (but not part of the discussion group) to help any upset students. Students may be referred to the school counsellor if more support is required. If a student talks about anything that concerns me about their safety or someone else’s safety, I will talk with the student about this and may need to arrange for someone to help them. A Community Support Services List (copy attached) will be given to all the students after the discussion group has ended.

Data management

After the discussion groups I will transcribe the voice recordings, and then analyse the data to look for themes and similarities and differences in the students’ comments. Only my supervisor and I will listen to the recordings and read the transcriptions, which will be stored on my password-protected computer until the end of the study. The recordings will then be destroyed. The transcriptions, consent forms, and any forms that identify the students and schools will be stored in secure locations at Massey University for five (5) years and then destroyed.

The information gathered during the discussion groups will only be used for this study. The findings will be written in my Master’s thesis, and may be submitted to a psychology or education journal for adolescent research or shared in a forum with other students at Massey University. The students’ real names and names of schools will not be used in any reports or presentations so that students and schools cannot be identified.

A summary of the study findings will be sent to participating schools, and I would be grateful if the schools would forward copies to school staff, students in the study, and the students’ parents and caregivers who choose not to have the summary forwarded directly to them.

Project Contacts

Please contact me or my supervisor (Dr Ruth Tarrant) if you have any questions about this study. I am happy to meet with you or a nominated contact person at your school to discuss the study further before you decide whether your school will participate in the research.

Nanette Larkin
Masters Student
Massey University
email: [redacted]
phone: [redacted]

Dr Ruth Tarrant (Supervisor)
Senior Lecturer, School of Psychology
Research Associate, Joint Centre for Disaster Research
Massey University, Wellington
email: R.A.Tarrant@massey.ac.nz
phone: (04) 801 5799, extension 63411

Committee Approval Statement

This project has been reviewed and approved by the Massey University Human Ethics Committee: Southern B, Application 14/39. If you have any concerns about the conduct of the research, please contact Prof John O’Neill, Acting Chair, Massey University Human Ethics Committee: Southern B, telephone 06 350 5799 x 81090, email humanethicsouthb@massey.ac.nz
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Proposed Questions for Discussion Group

Proposed questions about stressors:

- What do you think feeling stressed means?
- What sorts of things cause you to feel stressed?
- What sorts of things about home cause you to feel stressed?
- What sorts of things about school cause you to feel stressed?
- What sorts of things about social activities cause you to feel stressed?
- What sorts of things do other people expect you to do that cause you to feel stressed?
- What sorts of things stop you from doing what you want to do and cause you to feel stressed?
- What sorts of things about your future cause you to feel stressed?
- What other sorts of things stress you out?

Proposed questions about coping strategies:

- What do you do about coping with some of these stresses?
- What are some examples of the ways that you deal with stress?
- What do you do when you feel stressed about things at home?
- What do you do when you feel stressed about things at school?
- What do you do when you feel stressed about social activities?
- What do you do when you feel stressed because other people expect you to do things?
- What do you do when you feel stressed because things stop you from doing what you want to do?
- What do you do when you feel stressed about your future?
- Can you tell me any other ways to cope with particular stresses?
Appendix I

Information Sheet for Students

AN EXPLORATION OF THE STRESSORS AND COPING STRATEGIES OF YEAR 9 STUDENTS IN THE WELLINGTON REGION

INFORMATION SHEET FOR STUDENTS

Who am I and what is this all about?
My name is Nanette Larkin and I am a student at Massey University. I am doing a study as part of my Master of Arts degree majoring in Psychology. I will be talking with groups of Year 9 students from different schools to find out about the sorts of things that make them feel stressed and what they do when they feel stressed. One or two of the groups will be from your school. All together there will be 25-30 students in my study.

I am inviting you to be in a discussion group with five other Year 9 students from your school. If enough students want to be in my study, there will be either boys or girls in the groups because you might find it easier to talk about things. There might also be one group of only Maori students.

What will we be doing in the discussion group?
There will be some forms to fill in and then I will ask the group some questions. You would talk about the things that stress you and what you do when you feel this way. For example, I will ask what sorts of things about school make you feel stressed. You don’t have to talk about anything that you don’t want to. The discussion should take 30-60 minutes.

Will other people find out what I have said?
Everyone in the group will need to agree that they will not talk to anyone outside the group about what you or anyone else says, and I will get you to choose a fake name that will be used in anything I write about the study.

Why will the discussion be recorded?
I will record what we talk about so that I can listen to it afterwards and type up what is said. I will also video the group discussion so that I can match what you say to your fake name. The recordings will be destroyed when the study is finished.

What happens if I get upset?
My supervisor or someone else will be coming with me and will be able to help if you get upset. I will give you a list of people you can talk to just in case we talk about something that upsets you and you would like to talk to someone else about it. If anything that is said in the group worries me about your safety I will talk to you about it and I might need to get someone to help you.

What happens after the discussion groups?
I will write some reports about the things that make Year 9 students feel stressed and how they deal with stress. Some of the things you say might be in the reports, but I will use your fake name so no one knows who you are and I won’t write anything that can identify you or your school. A report will be sent to your school and I have asked the school to give you a copy. A copy will also be sent to your parents or caregivers.
Would you like to be in the study?
If you would like to be in a discussion group to talk about stress, your parents or caregivers will need to read the Information Sheet for Parents and Caregivers and then sign the Parent/Caregiver Consent for Child to Participate in Research form. The signed form will then need to be returned to your form teacher.

If there are too many Year 9 students at your school who want to be in the study, I will need to pick the students who will be in the discussion group.

Participant’s Rights
You are under no obligation to accept this invitation. If you decide to participate, you have the right to:
- decline to answer any particular question;
- withdraw from the study at any time (including taking part in the discussion group);
- ask any questions about the study at any time during participation;
- provide information on the understanding that your name will not be used in any reports;
- be given access to a summary of the study findings when it is concluded.

Do you have any questions?
If you have any questions about the study, please contact me or my supervisor.

Nanette Larkin
Masters Student
Massey University
email: [redacted]
phone: [redacted]

Dr Ruth Tarrant (Supervisor)
Senior Lecturer, School of Psychology
Research Associate, Joint Centre for Disaster Research
Massey University, Wellington
e-mail: R.A.Tarrant@massey.ac.nz
phone: (04) 801 5799, extension 63411

Committee Approval Statement
This project has been reviewed and approved by the Massey University Human Ethics Committee: Southern B, Application 14/39. If you have any concerns about the conduct of the research, please contact Prof John O’Neill, Acting Chair, Massey University Human Ethics Committee: Southern B, telephone 06 350 5799 x 81090, email humanethicsouthb@massey.ac.nz
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Information Sheet for Parents and Caregivers

AN EXPLORATION OF THE STRESSORS AND COPING STRATEGIES OF YEAR 9 STUDENTS IN THE WELLINGTON REGION

INFORMATION SHEET FOR PARENTS AND CAREGIVERS

My name is Nanette Larkin and I am a student at Massey University. I will be conducting a study as part of my Master of Arts degree majoring in Psychology. The study will investigate the kinds of stressors experienced by Year 9 students in the Wellington region, and the ways that they deal with these stressors. My study is being supervised by Dr Ruth Tarrant (Senior Lecturer at the School of Psychology, Massey University, Wellington, and Research Associate with the Joint Centre for Disaster Research).

What does this study involve?

I will be talking about stress with one or two groups of six Year 9 students from your child’s school, and I invite your child in Year 9 to be in a discussion group with five other Year 9 students to talk about what causes them stress and how they deal with these problems.

The discussion group will be made up of either boys or girls if enough students would like to be in the study, because students may feel more comfortable in groups of the same gender. Also, one group will have only Māori students if enough Māori students would like to be in the study, because Māori students may feel more comfortable talking in a group with other Māori students.

It is expected that being part of a discussion group may benefit students because they may feel less alone with their problems if they share stressful experiences, and may learn of different ways to deal with stressful situations. Also, it is expected that some of the stressors discussed in the group may relate to school, and schools may use this information to make changes in schools that may help reduce students’ stress.

Participant selection

In total, 25-30 Year 9 students from various schools in the Wellington region will be involved in the study. Year 9 students have been chosen because of the challenges associated with the move from primary or intermediate school to secondary school, as well as the personal, social and academic challenges experienced by all secondary school students.

Project procedures

- Distribution of the Information Sheet for Students (copy attached), Information Sheet for Parents and Caregivers, and the Parent/Caregiver Consent for Child to Participate in Research form to Year 9 students and their parents and caregivers.
- The Parent/Caregiver Consent for Child to Participate in Research form to be signed and returned to students’ form teachers if parents/caregivers agree to their child being in the study.
- If more than six students have permission from their parents/caregivers to be in the study, students will be selected at random by me to form one or two discussion groups of six students.

Te Kānenga ki Pūrehuna

School of Psychology - Te Kura Hinengaro Tangata
PO Box 785, Wellington 6140, New Zealand T +64 4 801 5709 F +64 4 801 1234 www.massey.ac.nz
• Before the discussion group begins:
  ➢ The students will be reminded that it is their choice whether they join the group and that they can leave the group at any time.
  ➢ The students will be given the Information Sheet for Students to remind them about the study and I will answer any questions they have.
  ➢ The students will sign the Student Consent Form (copy attached) where they agree to be in the group, that they will not talk about what is discussed in the group with others, and that what they say in the group can be written in a report and they cannot ask for these comments to be taken out.
  ➢ The students will complete a Student Form (copy attached). The fake name chosen for use throughout the study is to be written on this form.
• The discussion group will be sound and image recorded. I will transcribe the voice recordings and use the video recordings to make sure that comments are matched with the right student. This will be explained to the students.
• After the discussion group, students will be given a Student Additional Comments Form – Optional (copy attached) in case they would like to write down anything else that they would have liked to talk about in the group.

The students will be offered snacks and a drink during the discussion group. Afterwards they will be given a $20 Warehouse voucher to thank them for their time and contribution to the study.

The discussion groups will take place at your child’s school at a time that suits the students and the school. The discussion group should take 30 to 60 minutes.

What support processes will be in place for the students?
It is not expected that any students will become upset during or after the discussion group. However, my supervisor or someone else will be in the room (but not part of the discussion group) to help any upset students. Students may be referred to the school counsellor if more help is required. Also, if a student talks about anything that concerns me about their safety or someone else’s safety, I will talk with the student about this and may need to arrange for someone to help them. A Community Support Services List (copy attached) will be given to all the students after the discussion group has ended.

Data management
After the discussion groups I will transcribe the voice recordings, and then go through the transcriptions to look for things that are similar and different in the students’ comments. Only my supervisor and I will listen to the recordings and read the transcriptions, which will be stored on my password-protected computer until the end of the study. The recordings will then be destroyed. The transcriptions, consent forms, and any forms that identify the students and schools will be stored in secure locations at Massey University for five (5) years and then destroyed.

The information gathered during the discussion groups will only be used for this study. The findings will be written in my Master’s thesis, and may be submitted to a psychology or education journal for adolescent research or shared in a meeting with other students at Massey University. The students’ real names and their schools will not be used in any reports or presentations so that students and schools cannot be identified.

A summary of the study findings will be sent to your child’s school, and I have requested that copies be forwarded to school staff, students who are involved in the study, and the students’ parents and caregivers who choose not to have the summary forwarded directly to them (an option included on the Parent/Caregiver Consent for Child to Participate in Research form).
Would you like more information about the study?
Please contact me or my supervisor (Dr Ruth Tarrant) if you have any questions about this study using the contact details below. Please note that a meeting has been arranged at your child’s school in [room number] on [date] at [time] for parents and caregivers of Year 9 students if you would like to talk to me before deciding whether you would like your child to be involved in the study.

If you consent to your child’s involvement and your child would like to be in the study, please sign the attached Parent/Caregiver Consent for Child to Participate in Research form and ask your child to return the form to his or her form teacher.

Participant’s rights
You and your child are under no obligation to accept this invitation. If your child decides to participate, your child has the right to:
- decline to answer any particular question;
- withdraw from the study at any time (including taking part in the discussion group);
- ask any questions about the study at any time during participation;
- provide information on the understanding that your child’s name will not be used in any reports or presentations;
- be given access to a summary of the project findings when it is concluded.

Project Contacts
Nanette Larkin
Masters Student
Massey University
email: [redacted]
phone: [redacted]

Dr Ruth Tarrant (Supervisor)
Senior Lecturer, School of Psychology
Research Associate, Joint Centre for Disaster Research
Massey University, Wellington
email: R.A.Tarrant@massey.ac.nz
phone: (04) 801 5799, extension 63411

Committee Approval Statement
This project has been reviewed and approved by the Massey University Human Ethics Committee: Southern B, Application 14/39. If you have any concerns about the conduct of the research, please contact Prof John O’Neill, Acting Chair, Massey University Human Ethics Committee: Southern B, telephone 06 350 5799 x 81090, email humanethicsouthb@massey.ac.nz
Appendix K

Parent/Caregiver Consent for Child to Participate in Research

MASSEY UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

AN EXPLORATION OF THE STRESSORS AND COPING STRATEGIES OF YEAR 9 STUDENTS IN THE WELLINGTON REGION

PARENT/CAREGIVER CONSENT FOR CHILD TO PARTICIPATE IN RESEARCH

I have read the Information Sheet for Parents and Caregivers where the details of the study have been explained to me. I understand that I may ask questions at any time.

I have discussed this study with my child and my child is happy to be available if randomly selected for the study. My child understands that he or she can withdraw at any time.

I agree to allow my child to participate in this study under the conditions set out in the Information Sheet for Parents and Caregivers.

I agree to the discussion group being sound and image recorded.

I agree that my child’s comments in the discussion group can be written anonymously in reports about the study and that my child and I cannot ask for them to be taken out. My child’s name and the school’s name will not be used in any reports or presentations.

Signature: ___________________________ Date: ______________
Full name (printed) ___________________________

I am the parent/legal guardian/carer of:
Child’s name: ___________________________
Child’s age: _______ (years) _______ (months)
Child’s school: ___________________________
Child’s class/room: ___________________________

(continued on page 2)
My child belongs to the following ethnic group(s):
(Please mark the space or spaces which apply)

- New Zealand European
- Māori
- Samoan
- Cook Island Māori
- other (such as DUTCH, JAPANESE, TOKELAUAN). Please state: ____________________________

My child has lived in New Zealand for ________ years.

A summary of the study’s findings will be sent to your child’s school, and the school will forward a copy to you. However, if you prefer to have the summary forwarded directly to you, please complete your details below:

Email address: ____________________________
or
Postal address: ____________________________

Please return this form to your child’s form teacher at school by [date].
Thank you for agreeing to your child’s involvement in this study.
Appendix L

Student Consent Form

AN EXPLORATION OF THE STRESSORS AND COPING STRATEGIES OF YEAR 9 STUDENTS IN THE WELLSINGTON REGION

STUDENT CONSENT FORM

I have read the Information Sheet for Students and have had the details of the study explained to me. My questions have been answered to my satisfaction, and I understand that I may ask further questions at any time.

I agree not to disclose anything discussed in the group.

I agree to participate in this study under the conditions set out in the Information Sheet for Students.

I agree that some comments I make during the discussion group can be written in reports about the study and I cannot ask for them to be taken out. My own name will not be used anywhere. My school’s name will not be used either.

Signature: ___________________________ Date: ________________

Full Name - printed ____________________________________________
Appendix M
Student Form

AN EXPLORATION OF THE STRESSORS AND COPING STRATEGIES
OF YEAR 9 STUDENTS IN THE WELLINGTON REGION

STUDENT FORM

School: ____________________________________________

Your name: _______________________________________

Name you have chosen for the group discussion: __________________________

Your gender (please circle)       Girl       Boy

Your age: ___________
Appendix N

Student Additional Comments Form - Optional

AN EXPLORATION OF THE STRESSORS AND COPING STRATEGIES OF YEAR 9 STUDENTS IN THE WELLINGTON REGION

STUDENT ADDITIONAL COMMENTS FORM - OPTIONAL

Please write the name you have chosen for the discussion group _______________________

Is there anything else that you would like to say before you leave? You might like to write it here.

If you want to, you could say why you didn’t talk about it in the group. Maybe we started talking about something else, or maybe you didn’t want to talk about it in the group, or we might have run out of time.
## Appendix O
### Timeline - Discussion Group One

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.00pm</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Before students arrive</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Check signed forms completed correctly (i.e., parental consent forms, including ethnicity data)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Set up seating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Set up camcorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Set up voice-recorder(s) and watch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Set up food and drinks on separate table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Organise forms for distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Place pens and name tags on table for students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Confidentiality Agreement signed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.25pm</td>
<td>2 minutes</td>
<td><strong>Students arrive</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Introduce self and postgraduate student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Thank students for coming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Offer snacks and drink</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.27pm</td>
<td>4 minutes</td>
<td>Distribute <em>Information Sheet for Student</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Read <em>Focus Group Introduction and Ground Rules</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Answer any questions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ask if everyone happy to stay?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.31pm</td>
<td>2 minutes</td>
<td>Students to complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• <em>Student Consent Form</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• <em>Student Form</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Write pseudonym on name tag</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.33pm</td>
<td>1 minute</td>
<td><strong>Start group discussion</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ask students if they know each other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ask what activities they do together</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>Activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.34pm</td>
<td>17 minutes</td>
<td><strong>Stress:</strong> What do you think feeling stressed means?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>What sorts of things cause you to feel stressed?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Relationships (family, peers, boyfriend/girlfriend)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Expectations of others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Things that stop you doing what you want to do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Things about yourself</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51pm</td>
<td>17 minutes</td>
<td><strong>Coping:</strong> What do you do when you feel stressed?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Relationships (family, peers, boyfriend/girlfriend)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Expectations of others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Things that stop you doing what you want to do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Things about yourself</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>How do you cope with something that you think you can control?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>How do you cope with something that you think you can’t control?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Who do you get to help you?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>What do you do to try to forget about things?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.09pm</td>
<td>3 minutes</td>
<td><strong>Start winding up</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.12pm</td>
<td>2 minutes</td>
<td>Ask students if there is anything else they want to talk about</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Distribute <em>Student Additional Comments Form – Optional</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• In case want to write anything private</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Would you like to write down things that cause you the most stress?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.14pm</td>
<td>1 minute</td>
<td>Thank students for their time and contribution to the study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Give students $20 Warehouse voucher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Distribute <em>Community Support Services List</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.15pm</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Students leave</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix P
Discussion Group Ground Rules

FOCUS GROUP INTRODUCTION AND GROUND RULES

Here is a copy of the information sheet to take with you to remind you about the study.

There are a few forms to fill in and I will get you to choose a fake name. Then I will ask some questions about the things that cause you to feel stressed and what you do when you feel stressed. We will finish at around [time].

I will record what we talk about so that I can listen to it afterwards and type up what is said. The video will be used so that I can match what you say to your fake name. I will destroy the recordings when the study is finished and the conversation that is typed up will be kept in a safe place where no one apart from me and my supervisor can read it.

I will write some reports about what is discussed in the groups. Some of the things that you say might be written in the reports and I will use your fake name so that no one knows who you are and I won’t write anything that can identify your school. A brief report will be sent to your school, and I have asked the school to give you a copy and to send a copy to your parents.

I would just like to check that you understand what you have agreed to by signing the consent form. [Go through form]

Here are a few things more things that you need to know before we start:

- You don’t need to talk about anything that you don’t want to.
- There are no right or wrong answers.
- You may not all agree with each other, but we need to respect each other’s opinions.
- It is important that what is discussed in the group is not discussed outside the group. You can tell other people that we talked about stress and what people do when they feel stressed, but please do not talk about what anyone has said.
- You can ask me questions any time, and you are free to leave the discussion group at any time.
### Appendix Q

#### Summary of Students’ Written Additional Comments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stressor</th>
<th>Girls</th>
<th>Boys</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Family-related</strong></td>
<td>• My Mum and Dad, cause they fight a lot</td>
<td>• Mother and brother arguing all the time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• My Mum (3 students)</td>
<td>• My step family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Family not getting along</td>
<td>• Anything with siblings - I getting blamed for stuff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Family issues (2 students)</td>
<td>• Asking my Mum if I could live with my Dad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• My old step-siblings mother causes problems</td>
<td>• Frustrated - This morning my Mum took ages to fill out the Massey sheet and it was annoying me (subject changed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• When my parents tell me to do something or a sport, but I don’t want to do it</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• When my parents set expectations that I can’t reach then get angry at me</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Getting into trouble and fighting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• My Dad is really strict and judgey and makes me REALLY STRESSED AND ANGRY. Honestly I don’t like him, but I love him</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Having a lot of brothers and sisters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Peer-related</strong></td>
<td>• Some people at school</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Boys (7 students)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Friends</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• When friends are mad and they don’t tell you why</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• When friends get bullied</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Bullying</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other relationships</strong></td>
<td>• People (2 students)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Annoying people</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Having to socialise a lot</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>School-related</strong></td>
<td>• Tests all together</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Usually upcoming test like homework, studying</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Homework (2 students)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Tests, homework (2 students)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Extra work or homework</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Failing a test</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Failing academically</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• School stress</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expectations</strong></td>
<td>• Others’ expectations:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Relied on too much</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Expectations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sport</strong></td>
<td>• Sports (2 students)</td>
<td>• Sometimes when I don’t get that much sleep</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Not being able to play for the whole season, and sport is my fav thing to do</td>
<td>• Not being able to do things because I’m too young</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other</strong></td>
<td>• Failing in work</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Life itself</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>